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  tra."4. 
DECISION MADE AS TO
KIND OF BRIDGE WANTED
PADUCAH, KY., THURSDAY, MORN.I.Mil JULY
 12, 1906.
*WILL HAVE s6 FOOT DRIVE-
WAY FOR VEHICLES, AND
FIVE FOOT WALKWAYS
ON EACH SIDE.
IRON WILL NOT BE
OF WOODEN KIND
Next Tuesday the Street Cleaning
Machines From St. Louis Will
Be Given Tesfp—Jefflerson
Street Drainage Up.
A bridge with twenty-six foot
driveway in the center and five foot
walkways on either side will be con-
• etructed across Island creek at
Saloonists'
asive Ruseo
VOL 23, NO. 60
Lawyer's Leg 'Alleged Knifist 'DIFFERENT BODIES TAKE
Amputated Was Dismissed
•••011.
HON. L. K. TAYLOR UNDER-
WENT THIS OPERATION
AT LOUISVILLE.
Writes That He Is Resting Very
Well and Will Return Home
cit Atitutty DO Su.
REPORTED THAT THEY WILL
APPLY IN THE NAME OF
OTHER PERSONS
Engineer Thorn i - Getting Up
Specifications for New Sewers
—Tax Collections Light.
It is said that some of the saloon
keepers whose licenses were take ri
away from them for various reasons
are preparing to put thee places of
business in the hands of some other
and then let the latter 'party apply
Iliourth street, according to the de- for the license in his 
nude. In this
cision of the board of public works, way they will try 
to evade any
and the public improvement corn- identity in the m
atter, but one city
niittee, during a joint session held byi official, in s
peaking of ths ruse yes-
these bodies yesterday afternoon at terday said that 
before a license would
the City Hall. This will give, ample be granted for
 saloons in any of these
'700111 for vehicles to pass , seat-toed 
plaers the public board's
leach ..ther in the center of the struc- moil be 
pretty well posted and
ture, also plenty of room for pedea- know 
what they were doing before
trians on either side of the driveway.' granti
ng the license.
In taking up the question , th
e,
board of works and committee dia-j 
City Sewerage Plans.
•
• cussed at length the proposition, and Civil Engineer C. T
hom of Chicago
finally instructed the city engineer s isas been icnt *re and
 's making tthe
to get up plans providing for Ibis plans and specifi
cations for the new
character of structure, the -floor -• of sewerage district 'be
tween Ninth and
the bridge to he iron, concrete, or Thirteenth, an
d Norton and Trimble
some other material, not wood. ..As !streets. He is
 sent here by Engineer
soon as the engineer gets up his Alvord of the 
Windy City, who has
drawings he will inform the bridge the, contr
act to furnisti the publ•c. of-
building firms of the country exactly ficials 
of Paducah with the drawings
what kind of a structure is desired, and 
specifications. ft win be scene
so the builders can put in proposi• 
weeks before he completes the sped-
Cons, showing for whit they will fica
tiont
•eonstruct the bridge. As soon as the
ft eogineer gets his bids he will report
-tinkle to the committee and board of
works, at which time it will then be
decided what bid shall be accepted,





After the bridge question was di;
fmsed of the public improvement
committee left, and the board of
works took up the regular business
before it.
It was shown that all the butchers
. and gardeners occupying benches or
stalls on the public market had
leased them for another six months,
with exception of two, commencing
the first of this month. As the old
occupants of the two benches in
question do not want them any
longer, it was decided that President
Rinkliff of the board confer with
Ilaritetmaster Frank Smedley in re-
gard to ariplications for the two
benches and close the matter.
The residents of West Jefferson
street complained to the board that
the street at Twenty-third was built
in such a way that the rainwates
would not drain off, but was left
standing in such a manner that pud-
dles accummulated and prevented
people from passing. On this com-
plaint being brought: up, the board
referred to the city. solicitor the
question oi who is resonsible for
the necessary sewers to relieve
things, the city or owners of abutting
land.
Mayor Yeiser reported to the
inard that Friedman & Keifer have
a three foot platform built across the
public pavement beside their whole-
sale whiskey house on Second and
Jefferson streets, and that the plat-
fcrm obstructs the sidewalk which
belongs to the public. On the mayor
raising the complaint, it was ordered
I
Collections Light.
Since the penalty was put on the
collection of city taxes has not been
going on very fast, as it looks like the
,pernsk are lettirg the matter run. on.
The first of this month the ten per
cent penalty was put on all those who
have not paid, and as it will be fall
before the delinquent list is sold, and
QS the penalty does not get any
larger, the property owners are not
raying up generally wait until along
just before arrangement, are made
for sale of the list, when they then
pay. This manner giver them several
Months in which to pay a sum that is




A buggy containing two ladies was
struck by the engines of train No.
to., due from Mternaihis at 1:43 a. mo
at the Tennessee street crossing of
the I. C. at about two -o'clock this
morning. The message was received
by phone just as The Register was
gong to press, and but meager de-
tails mold be learnedt
The Register phoned to a residence
near the ACCIle of the accident, where
the lacbiesweer taken, but the party at
the phone did not want to give the
names of the ladies.
Some one phoned, finally„ that the
names of the lades were Mrs. Thaws
aa of Ganesville, Texas, and her
daughter, Mrs. Thennpson. The in-
formant furthest stated that the ladies
had arrived on the .train and were
driving into the city in a bug
gy
.hen struck by the engine, which
was backing into the yards.




The nature of the injuries co
uld
not be Seamed up to press time
, the
injured persons having not ar
rved at
the hospital.
.city engineer to have other arrange-
ments made for loading and unload-
ing at that point without obstructing
the sidewalks.
To Test Street Cleaners. (
Tuesday, July isth, was set by the
'board as the time for the street
.cleaning machines of the St. Louis
companies to be pitted against each
-other here on the streets so it can
be seen which is the best. Both
machines have been omit here for
trial purposes by the concerns mann-
•facturing them, desiring to sell the
'board of works one of the clearners.
In order that both can have a equal
,opportunity of displaying the 
nurits
of the machines, this date is yet, and
at that time each factory will 
have
ore of its experts here rtgritest t
he
-respective outfits. The thactine that
gives the best satisfaction will pro
f,-




Lieut Read Comes from 
Evansville
and Looks Into Ingram Case.
Lieut, William Read of the ma
in
United States army recruiting 
office
at Evansville, Ind., will arrive 
here
today to swear into the servic
e the
enlistments made at the branch office
by Sergeant Blake. Whille her
e the
lieutenant will look into the case 
of
Clarence Ingram, the young Paduc
ah
boy who was arrested last Su
nday
and is now in the county jail awa
it-
ing the arrival of the army o
fficer.
He is charged with deserting t
he
regular army about two years ago.
,
A letter yesterday morning from
Attorney L. K. Taylor brought the
information that last Friday his leg
was amputated by the surgeon at
St. Joseph's infirmary in Louisville,
and that he is resting very well. He
will remain there until he recovers
sufficiently from the operation to re-
turn to his home in this city.
Since childhood Mr. Taylor has
suffered from an affliction of his leg
that caused the affected one to be
much shorter than the other. A
species of white swelling arose some
years ago and has caused him much
suffering at times ever since. Two
weeks ago he went to Louisville to
consult the specialists, who believe
that amputation of the affected limb
es high as the ailing point will ob-
viate repetition of this trouble, and
acting accordingly, removed the limb.
Mr. Taylor speaks in a veryhopeful
manner in his letter, and the bare
fact that his strength is sufficiently
recovered this quick for him to write,
is considered an excellent indication
for a speedy recovery from the
effects of the amputation. It will




After Twenty Years' Experience He
Meets His Death,
Chicago, July ri -After twenty
years' experience as a 'steeple-jack"
James H. Glenn's time came yester-
day. The rigging to which he was
holding on the top of a smokestack,
at Thirty-sixth and Butler streets,
gave way and he fell i5o feet to his
death, Glenn, who was forty years
SCILLIAN AND BLOCK DIS
MISSED AND OTHER
TWO FINTD.
There Was Pikt Conti...Until Today
the Waruant charging Al
Winftry_WithAlgiaberg__ _




Judge Puryear yesterday morning
in the pace oourt dismissed the ma-
licious cutting warrant against Ed
Scillian, who *as charged with cut-
ting the young fellow Jordan durh
a fight in Mechanicsburg one week
from last night. For engaging in
this fight Will Block was also dis-
missed, while Rudolph Krebs was
fined $25 and costs, and Frank Eich
Su, and costs.
Until today was continued the rob
bery charge against Al Winfrey. The
young fellow is accused of stealing
another man's watch from the own-
er's pocket while they were together
in the Kentucky saloon at Second
and Kentucky avenue.
John Smith was fined $1 and costs
for being drunk.
Until today was there contined the
warrant charging Nelson Ellis, col-
ored, with shooting at Officer Aaron
Hurley when the latter entered the
dark room qn "Red Row" to arrest
Ellis for abasing his family.
The court heard the evidence in
the case 'charging Will Hamilton
with being skunk and disorderly, but
held up ,hfs decision which he will
render &day.
, Ladies' Auxiliary.
The Knights of Columbus auxiliary
was yesterday afternoon entertained
by Mrs. Patrick Lally at her home
7n Arcadia. A large crowd was there
and paetod ft very enttrtaining after-





Southard the Newark, a.
who.•aisoulted Dr. William
return from his
old, had suffered more than twenty honeym
eon, has noes instituted a
falls in his career as a steeplesjack, br
each etf promise suit
WOMAN REPORTED THAT SHE FEARED
A CHILD HAD FALLEN OR
BEEN THROWN INTO CISTERN
If the fears of Mrs.
of 1013 Clark street are




end in a cistern on the vacant lot
adjoining the Wilson home, or some
person has thrown a little one into
the hole, which is partially filled with
water and debris.
The cistern is on a vacant plot of
ground owned by NI:1.s. Elbridgt.
Palmer, and is open, without a
cover over it, so that anyone could
either walk in or be thrown in. Yes-
terday Mrs. Wilson informed Capt.
Frank Harlan of the police force
that a night or two ago at a late
hour she heard some screams as if
a child was in distress or agony, but
she could not locate atom whence it
came. The more she thought of it,
the further convinced she became
that a child had either strayed i
nto
the vacant lot and fallen into t
he




baby in there to get rid of it. She
says the. screams sounded Hike those
that wold emanate from a child
stroggINg in the water, and she is
convinced that a child was
in the place that she de-
to inform the authorities so
the place could be drained of the
water and an investigation made.
The captain notified Coroner
Frank Eaker, who went out to the
place and with grappling hook
dragged the cistern, but failed to
find anything. He brought up some
old clothes, some sacks and other
things that had been thrown in, but
does not believe any child was
dropped in, or if it was he could not
!locate it
The police have no reports of any
lost 'children, therifore if anyone wac
thrown into the place it would prob-
ably be some illegitimate offspring
that the guilty parents would want
to get rid of.
EVAiiS WILL BE NOMINATED FOR GOVERNOR
OF TENNESSEE---HALE HOLDS HARMONY KEY
Nashville, July t.—Wheti the As-
publican state, convention • meets
-w
ready to tender the nomina-
tion for governor to II. Clay
Evans. But one thing will prevent
ihina from be.Sig the nominee of t
he
party, and that is. 'his own refusal 
to
accept the honor.
As he is an announced candidate, it
wyntist be an obvious obsurdity f
or
him or any of his friends to sugsg
eet
the possibility of his refusing t
ile
nornin.ations .but nevertheless- the
hotel corridors are filled with Re
spob-
licans !who declare their belief tthat
Mr. Evans will not accept the -
ni-
nattion if Congressman Brow ,w
captures. the organization,
Mr. Browlow, through his frit
claims that he will retain contro
the orgari.zation.
The fight in the state cornimit
apparently only for the control
.thot body, may also involve th
nomination.
Even if M. Brownloiat controls elle
convention and organization. Mr.
Mans will be nominated. Then.
Quid Evans confirm the oft
-re-
peated prediction and dec int, t re is
little, or no doubt that the nomination
would be tendered to George N. Till
than.
Mr. Evans' closest friends main-
tain that it is ridiculous to intimate
that he will decline the nomination,
but many well-informed party men
say he will.
Upon the Republican party of the
state of Tlenniessee there rests 
the
shadow of the greatness of Nattr
an
VVIteley Hale. The G. 0. P. lies 
in
the 'hollow of the hand of t
he con-
grelsman from the second distri
ct,
and faertmlay do with it as he
 w'll.
The spirit of comprOurise which 
Mr.
Hlale breathed forth this 
morning. is
working to the end that 
harmony
may prevail. that Evans may 
be noms
inated, that Browtslow may
 retain
control of the committee, that
 the
RIfitniblicarr party rniay cast every 
vote





Mr. Perry Meloan Stricken With
Severe Congestive Chill—Rev.
Rouse Dislocated Shoulder.
Mr. John Willeford, flagman for the
Illinois Central passenger run be-
tween here and Centralia, Ill., has
stepped off at his home in _Centralia,
on account of illness in his family,
and yesterday a substitute came in
on his run to remain until Will:ford
can resume work.
Congestive Chill.
Mr. Perry Meloan, the well known
soung newspaper man, was stricken
yesterday with a congestive chill.
and was quite ill for a while. When
he gets well enough to travel he goes
to Owensboro, Ky., to take a posi-
tion on The Messenger there.
Dislocated Shoulder.
Rev. T. B. Rouse, pastor of the
Friendship Baptist church of Lone
Gak, this county, is confined at his
home on account of a dislocated
shoulder and severe body bruises sus-
tained by he being pitched out of his
buggy on it steep kill in the county.
sme of the harness broke and let
the buggy hit the beast that became
frightened. He will be laid up sev-
eral days.
Mashed His Hand.
1 Inspector Sam Scott of the Crservice for the I. -C., has beenbrought here from Scottsville, Ky.,




Miss Anna Adams of Mechanics-
burg has been taken to the ,city hos-
pital where he is confined with a
very severe attack of typhoid fever.
Her recovery is doubtful.
Mrs. Micheal Williams is confined




Officer Thad Terrell yesterday had
warrants issued against John Saeker
of Ninth and Husband streets, and
Alpha Wiley, colored, of Husbands
between Tenth and Ileventh streets,
charging them with selling liquor
without a license.
Backer is a white man who rung
a grocery and "non-intoxicating"
store, while Wiley is colored, and
engages in a similar business not far
distant. The officer claims the bev-
erages they handle are intoxicating,
and that they should have a city
iicense before selling it. The cases
will come up before Judge Puzyear
this morning in the police court, and
probably before it is finished an
analysis will be made to see just
exactly what the liquids do contain.
Injunction Suit.
The Nashville Tobacco works yes-
terday fifiled suit in the United
States court here against the Ken-
enauc y o acco wor s o
Icy., wherein plaintiff claims that the
Murray concern in manufacturing to-
bacco is using a trademark belong-
ing to the Nashville concern, which
wants the United States- court to
issue a restraining order compelling
the Murray people to discontinue use
of this special trademark the Nash-









Paducah Bar Association Names
Committee to Draft Documents
About Judge D. L. Sanders
—Board of Works.
The bankers of the city met Wed-
nesday morning at nine o'clock in the
dissector& room of the American-
German National bank to pass resolu-
tions upon the death of President Ed
P. Nothis: of the Globe Bank & Trust
At the meeting the. following bank-
ers were present:
W. F. Paxton, G. W. Robertson, L.
S. Dubois, R L Reeves., Geo. C.
Thompson, T. J. Atkins, B. H. Scott,
and A. C. Utterback
Geo. C. Thompson was elected
chairman and B. H. Scott secretary
of the meeting. Upon motion of G.
W. Robertson, the followng resolus
tions were adopted:
VVIhereas, Death has removed from
us our friend, fellow citizen and
brother banker, Edmund Pearson
Noble. be it
Resolved, .That the family loses a
loyal and affectionate son, a loving
brother, a wise and kind fattier, and
a devoted and clistinpished husband
and, -
Resolved, That in his demise the
entire community suffers and mourns
the loss of an eminent and valuable
citizen, a gallant gentleman, and a
staunch friend and,
Resolved, That the social and corn-
! sesereSai iteresits of Paducah whist! ,
he served sa.ceed:tably sustain a sub:
stantial loss and,
Resolved, That his tontribtrtion to
the evil welfare of the city was dis-
tinnanshed for its sound wisdom and
far-reaching benefits and,
Resolved, That he was a man of
keen business acumen and' excutive
ability and a recognized bulwark in
the commercial world and,
Resolved, That, as a public servant,
he was faithful. unselfish and capable
to a marked degree and,
Resolved, Thai he a s a shrewd and
hononable competitor irt the banking
field and our fraternity loses a mem-
ber who was an ornament to the pro-
fession and,
Resolved, That, coining from a to-
tally distinct/ business without experi-
ence in the science of banking to art
institution in need of the trighes
eioecueive capacity, be revealed great
versatility in, the wise and successful
niana.gement of the Globe Bank &
Trust Co., and that institution stands
as a monument to his great wisidont
and ability and.
Resolved. That the secretary be
further instructed to furnish a copy
of tilvese resolutions to each of the
city papers for publication and a copy
to the family.
Sighed:
GE(). C. ThIONTPSON, Charman,
B. K. SCOTT, Secy.
Commercial Club.
Yestterday afternoon a meeting of
the directors of the Commercial club
was held, and a csrmsnittee selectedi to
draft resolutions. on the death of Mr.
Ed. P. Noble, who was a member of
the organization. Mr. George C.
Wallace is chairman of the commt-
tee
Paducah Bar Association.
Yesterday morning the Padlireaft
Bar Association met at the county
courthouse with a large number of
the attorney's present, for the purpose
of passing resolutions upon the death
of the late Jludge David L. Sanders.
a prominent member of the body of
attorneys. Judge W. M. Reed, the
After that the boast. The boast President. Presidedt *bile H
an-
is the old, old Republican boast, the as L. C
rice was secretary. The corn-
cry of the professional martyr: "If roitteie 
selected to draft the resolu-
we get a fair count vac will win."I ti
ons conlests John K. Hendrick.
Ilemocrats smile the same old. smile. W. D. 
Csreer, James Campbell, Sr..
If Mr. Hale persists in his efforts W. A.
 Berry and Thomas Crice
to effect a compromise he will be suc-
cessful. The leaders of both factions Th
e body of an unknown min was
are tired and sic& of bickering and found 
decapitated on the tracks of
are ready to quit if they can do too the Illino
is Central railroad at Gib-



























ILE r. o le To
Free Scholarship Be Buried Today
1. -I COMPROMISED
EXAMINATIONS; WO, Az. HELD SERVICES OCCUR THIS 
AFTER-
JULY 21St BY SUPT. 
NOON AT 4:30 O'CLOCK AT
BILLINGTON. 
RESIDENCE.




of the county schools, is preparing
to hold on July 21st an examination
of young men who desire to receive
a free scholarship to the state univer-
sity at Lexington, Ky. The state
maintains the big university and each
county is allowed to send several
raspils there each year free of any
stands the best examination gets the
scholarship. and prosepects are 'that
quite a number of applicants w 11 take








STARTED WORK OF GRAD-
ING FOR NEW POOR
FARM BUILDING.
Painting Roof
Contractor Frank Dunn yesterday
commenced painting the roof of the
Longfellow building, having finished
the Jefferson and Garfield. It will
take him until the last of this
week to finish the remaining three
buildings. There are only five of the
school buildings that have metal
roofs to be painted.
Repairing in General.
Superintendent of Buildings Hoyer
is repairing all the school buildings
over the city. just now getting deep
into his work, mnch material hay-
ieg been ordered and preparations
made. He will have everything in
nice shape by the time school opens,
the second Monday in September.
Scandal Investigation. '
It is understood that in a quiet
way the grievance committee of the
school hoard is investigating the
rumors laid before it regarding the
professor and, female teacher. They
are !teeing what is known by the peos
ple who 'cla'm (to :have witness 
certain things, and the suspected
will be called on to give explanations















Excursion Rates Via. ale Southern
Railway from Louisville.
Denver, Co1.-$2o.25 July 11-15th
inclusive, return limit August sotb.
',Diverse route returning. Stopover
privileges .
Knoxville, Tenn.-48.15, June 24,
30 July 7, 14 and 15th. Return limit
fifteen days from chte of sale wit!,
privilege of extension to September
3oth by payment of 50 cent fee.
St. Paul, Minn-$21.5o, July 23, 24,
25. and 26. Return limit leaving St.
Paul July 31st, 25c validation fee.
Athens, Ga.-$15.75, June 23, 24, 25,
26, 30, July 2, 9 and 16. Return
himit fifteen days v,ith privilege of
extension to September 30th on
/tient of 5o cents.
St. Paul, Minn.-$16.0o, August io,
it and 12. Return limit August 31,
with prvilege of extension to Septem-
ber loth on payment of 50 cents.
Denver, Colorado Springs and Pu-
eblo, Col.-$3600. On sale daily to
September 30th, with return limit of
October 31st.
Ashville, N. C.-$15.95. On sale
t'.:e yelr ooud le:turning
within six months,.
Low Homeseekers Rates to many
points in the southeast, west and
southwest on first and third Tues-
days of each month, June to Novem-
ber inclusive.
For additional information, tickets,
etc., call on any agets of the South-
ern Railway or address,
J. P. LOGAN, T. P. A., tit East
Down at the County Courthouse
Grounds-Mother's Clam in
Hessig Estate Up.
Last summer Attorney Charles
Watts of Snrithland, died in Denver:
Golfo., while traveling for his health.
A Denver man took charge of the
$2,000 in government bonds, money
and other valuables \Vatts had at
death. The Denver man was selected
there as administrator, but David
Adiatils of Sinitfilanell, was named as
adminkstrator in the Livingston coun-
ty court. Mc. Adams had Hendrick,
Miller St ./sliarble to get Denver law-
yers to sun the Denver administratxx-
for the Watt's property. The Den-
ver county count decidled the Den-
ver man was the rigihrt administrator
and the Ilbdticalt lawyers appealed to
the Denver circuit court, but now have
icamrproimi:sed the matter in order to
a,-void long drawn out litigation by
paying the Dei.ver man $100 for his
trouble. and also paying all the court
costs. By this Mr. Adams is given
all the property to be distributed
anteing the heirs.
County Starts Work.
The fiscal court of the county yes-
terday started the work of building
the now cirtm.ty poor farm by putting
the county workmen to grading tare
grotinds whereon the new building
will stand, four miles from this city
near Lone Oak. The authorities be-
lieve shey can construct the strureure
cheaper than they could get a private
contractor to do the work.
The fiscal court has selected a com-
mittee composed of Judge L'ghtfoot
and Magistraitits Bleich, Knott and
Broadfoot to have charge of the build-
ing work. and while the grounds are
he ng graded this committee will buy
the timber and other material. arrange
for meschanics and start off the under-
taking. vehicle will be superi itte tele d
by Architect l_ass ter who drew the
plans for the structure. The officials
believe they can get the building fin-
iahed by the last of September. and
s.av.- the several thousands' dollars
profit the contractors would make if
given the job.
Property Sold.
Land lying in the county has been
sold by D. T. Crockett to II T. Boaz
for $176 and the deed filed for record
yesterday with the county. clerk.
Joam Ktrpke transferred to Maly
Coley for $210 property lying on the
Berrtion rime!.
Andrew P. Ilitinieurg sold to JO;in
NE 'Ryan for $750 property lying on
I lorahan boulevard.- .
.Concrete Enttance.
The oineretf arches to the court-
lionise grounds are bring torn down
(in.:a-count of not being properly pot
ttp. The workmen yesterday 4artiid
tearing down that arch on the Se:N-
onni) street side and when this is
done that on the Sixth, street side
will be taken away. In place of the
arches ...Ton pillars will be erect' (I,
our at caoht side of the entrance. with
footre 44 a woevoirt on env', Thit
figure will hold in its hand an electric
ligart to illuminate the way to the
wounds. Judge Lightfoot is glad the
concrete ardhes were, not . properly
constructed'. as when finished they.
looked very "lumbersoine" and out
of palm at the entrances.
berl ACC011111121.
Funeral Services Over the Remains
of Mrs. Willabelle Brooks Will
T-ke Place This Afternoon.
Arch-ways Being Torn allbearers for the
foliovvs; • onorarv- o ii
11. Nash, George W. Robertson,
George C. Thompson, James E. Wil-
helm, L. S. Dillois, R. Dunlap and
George Emery. Active-David A
Yeiser, Henry C. Overbey, .Charle.;
Porter, Muscoe Burnett, George
Langstaff, Saunders Fowler, Nolen
VanCulin and W. Stewart Dick.
This ;Afternoon at 4:30 o'clock the
funeral services will be held over the
remains of the late Mr. Edmund P.
Noble, instead of at 5 o'clock as
originally intended. The obsequies
will be conducted at the residence or
Weat Broadway, by Rev. Abbett Of
Hopkinsville, with interment follow-
ing at Oak Grove cemetery. The
services are ill
Last Sad Tribute.
Many friends yesterday afternoon
attended the funeral services over the
remains of Mrs. Catherine Wahl at
the home on North Fourth street.
Following the funeral sermon the
body was laid to rest beside her late
husband in Oak Grove cemetery.
Mr. Hughes Buried.
Mr. llaskell Hughes was buried
yesterday afternoon at Oak Grove.
cemetery and many friends followA
the remains to its last resting place
and paid their last tribute of sad re-
spect. Rev. Calvin Thompson of the
First Baptist church conducted the
ceremonies.
Popular Young Lady.
This afternoon at 2 o'clock the
funeral services will be conducted
over the remains of Mrs. Willabel!,
Brooks, at the residence in 1346
Langstaff avenue, in Rowlandtown.
Rev. Calvin Thompson of the First
Baptist church will conduct the ser-
vices, with interment /following at
Oak Grove cemetery.
The deceased passed away early
yesterday morning of stomach
trouble at the residence of her par-
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Julian Friant of
Rowlandtown. She had been ill for
Ftveral weeks.
The young lady was twenty-two
years of age and horn in Owensboro.
Ky., but moved here when quite
young with her parents. She was a
noble, bright and devout young lady
of many excellent characteristics
whose wide circle' of friends are
caused deep seated grief by her dis-
solution. She was a consistent mem-
ber of the Presbyterian church.
She was the wife of Mr. L. M.
Brooks of the Brooks Bros. firm of
furniture dealers at 132 South Thiel
street, and 221 Kentucky avenue. Be-
sides her husband and parents, she
leaves four brothers and one sister
to mourn her loss.
CLAIM NOTICE.
McCracken Cirenot Court. John
Rock. 25 give of the Paducah Tow-
ing Co., plaint if. vs. petition equity.
Paducah Towing Company, etc., de-
fendants.
Ordered that ,this action he re-
ferred to Cecil Reemk master com-
missioner of the McCracken Circuit
Court. to take proof of assets and
liabilities of rho assigned eittate of
Paducah Towing Company. and all
persons having claims against _said
company are required to properly
verify and file the same before said
conon•iisiorcr on or Leaue thi 1st
day of the next September term of
Ole McCracken C rcuit Court, or they
will he forever barred from asserting
any claims again4 the assets in the
hands of the assignee unadministered.
and all persons are hereby enjoined
and restrained from collecting the ir
claims against said company except
Yesterday. in the bantcrupir court throu
gh this suit. And it 's ordered
Referee lingby authorized Trustece 
that tbis..order be pfiblished in the
Itiyid (If the Jioriph I. Woodward 
"Paducah Daily Register' as required
by law.
riven ti r y
said court, this the 3rd day of, July.
1906i
street. Lexingron,
C H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,
234 Fourth avenue, Louisville, Ky.
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counts Of the bankrupt AO the best
bidder on July 25. ,
Mother's Claim.
Yesterday Referee Bagby resumed
hearing the evidence on the exrep-
lions filed to the $17.000 claim of MTS.
Catherine Hessig against the bank-
rupt estate of her son. Dr. Heiman
T. newsier. This point has been he-
file the ciiiirt for ,ionie weeks the
referee taking test Illony and hearing
proof. He expects to decide the /nat-
ter w'allin the next few (1,-vs. Fred
died amt left this estate to his
mother. who she donned $17,-
cc /it/1,r Dr. lTvig. who
1, the bankrupt law. Slsi now
claims that amount from her bank-
tutit' .softi. while (letter creditors of 1/r.


























St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company-the cheapest and bes
excursion °et of Paducah.
$8100 For the Round Trip toTennessee river & return
It is a trip of pleast:re, comfort
and rest; good, service, good tabl
good roams, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m
For other information apply to Jam
Koger, superintendent; Frar.k L
Brown, agent.
freeleriletterrervereo• •et -..tetnanta Mai
RINTING
THAT PLEASES















will cure that awful pain.
%Has cured others, will cure you.
Call on us, or phone 237 a.-d
we will gladly tell wou about it.
BACON'S
DRUG STORE.
Seventh and Jackson St. 'Phone 237,
J. A. MILLER, Clerk.
By R. B. Hay, D. C.
CRICE & ROSS, Attorneys
Asheville, N. C.,Annual Convention
Commercial Law League of America.
Dates of sale July 25, 26, and 27th
1906 limit August 8th, 1996. By de-
positing ticket and paying fes of
fifty cents tickets can be extended
to September. 30th, 1906. Round trip
rats $15.25.
J. T. Donovan, Agent. City
Office to 13robdway.
R. M. Prather, Agent Union
Depot.
Nome.
Bids wanted for the painting, if
Outside woodwork on Washingte e.
r and P. ,E. Lee . s,elo
1 o•ore. Leave it Dr Ti










t4 300 horse power. Best, cheap-
alai mod. economical.
.Special attenorin to electric light''
g plants
HARRY E. VU L1. ACE.,
• raw* •
66




"Saves 25 per cent. of,the Operator's
Time which is your time.
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
211 BROADWAY. NEW YORK.
MAIN AND FOURTH STREET, LOUISVILLE, KY.
Mattil, Efingera Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
1E0 F. 'HURD STREET; PADUCAH, KY
•
C IS ALL fl f big rail ...yak e.Y.,011.Tahowin. she 71111131 •ost juLFX14:11:alf th a‘
uk:1-11W any other ammo tecturer or dealer is the woria.
DO NOT BUY A BICYCLE:'
or cm ea/ t•ed l &ems, until you have received our cl.,rr plate Erne tAits.
lettuce ill•i•I nit ng and 
d,..n
 ribing every kind of hhcreek. anti low-gradi
bv.m.:•re. old vs...Herne and 1:.!eit( models, and leafs of our re!narl.able LOW
11'1.1(24 a rid wonalbarful now 011T01111 made possible b) as it ug I rum factor)
direct to riaer with no middlemen's prodta.
IINIP APIPROVAL rrehotH a seal dejw*/, l's • is. *it sag
allow to Days Fro* Thal and other hberul tr • other
Ironic in the world will do. Yen w1.1 mane everything ape get muck min
able Informatios by simply writing ne • postal.
We need • MAN. Afpratei in every tows and eon oder an orpartnadkji
to make mosey to smite) e yentas men who apply at once.
•
$8 0 PUNCTURE•PROOF TIRES N LI°
1. .80 $4.8°PE.-1 -TOPri




We WI,, Soil NAILS. TACKS'
Yee a Saniplo 
OR GLASS
req011 LET '
Pais for, Only OUT DIE AM
(CASH WITH ORDEN 114.110
NO MORE TR01.411.E FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of 15 years experience in tire
taakigIR• No danger from THORNS. CAC-
'ICUS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
Seriene punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
be villsaniaed like any other tire.
Two Hundred Thevtaad pairs sow Is actual us Oise
Cove/Ay-hi Thousand pairs sold last year.
Notleo the thick robber tread
"A" sod panietuir• strtipos '13"
nod '1,1," also rim strip .11"
to provost rine omitting. This
Wit will mum* Say othow
misko-SOPT. ILLASTIC: sod.
WY 1111DINO. .11
DalillallMillf • Made in all she.. It is lively and easy riding, very durable and lined inside .
with • spinal goility of rubber, silk h never ter,ocues porous and which elosea up small punt ture•
without allowing the air to escape. We have hundreds of letters from satisfied customer, sooting
that their tiros have only been pumped up once., twice in • whisk season. They weigh so more rhea
au ordinary tire, the peer lure restating qualities bring given by several layers of thin, specially
prepared fabric en the tread. That "Holding Back" sensation commonly felt when riding on implicit
or weft reads is 0.111r01113 ft by the patent "Basket Weave" tread which prevents all air from
 being
anueoted mit between the tire and the road thus overcoming all suction. The regular price of them
tires is $8., pee pair, but for advertising purposes we are making • special factory price to the rider
of esly MN per pair. All orders shipped name day letter Is received. We shipC.o.n. on seprowiL
You Ai net pay • emit until you have examined and found them strictly as reiresemited.
We will *Mew • mash dlonount ef 5 per cent (thereby making the price 84.155 per pair) if you sendsum emus WITR ORDIIIIii and enclose this advertisement. we will also *end one nickel
plated brass land pump and t .70 Sampson metal puncture closers on full paid orders (these meal
posatore ateliers to be used in case of intentional knife cuts or heavy wishes). Tires to be returned
et OM aspenae if for any reason they are not satisfactory on examination.
We are perfectly renal-le and money sent 14 es is as safe as in • bank. Ask Tout Postritastat,
Ihastear, Iptems or Freight Agent or the Whin of this paper about us If yeu order a pair el
Slew area, yam will Ilmi that they will ride easier. run faster. wee bet.cr, last
 longer awl 10011
laser than any Site you have ewer need or seen at any price. We know that you will be so well p
•easnli
that whoa yen want • bicycle you will give us your order. we want you to send us 
a small trial
onior st sem he... this remarkable tire eider.
IN
holl•-up-whoolA daddies. pods)* _Forts and repa1za4 
IPASTIONBRAIKEir, everything in the bicycle line are said by us at half th
prince shared by dealers and repair men Write for our big SUNDRY catatogne.
e.O NOT WAIT butbic 
write
a"paair of til f 
today. 
anyone Nt intr"TnO;swrtlileCTelind.o.xtva,
fel offers we are making. It only coats • postal ta learn everything. 
Write it NOW. ,







for Sick aril Injured Only.
213 SOUTH T HIRD STREET.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. OLD PHONE 699.






tiandi?ng; Freight, Machinery ind ana inonrne



















































JURY WAS OUT ONLY FIFTY IS THE EDICT OF CITY
MINUTES IN CHALMER'S VIDGE FLOYLD, OF
CASE. I I MEMPHIS.1
Demonstrations Occur in Courtroom Big.-11rit Follows a Raid and
When Verdict Wa3 Announced
Yesterday.
Bunch of Negro Women Submit
Their Cases and Are Fined.
Bank President The Recompense.irlIfIlltor (to farmer's boy in the field)
la-Digging potatoes, eh?Will Be Named Farmer's Boy—Yep.
Visitor—And what do you get for
digging potatries?
DIRECTORS OF GLOBE BANK Farmer's Boy—N!iwthIn'; but I git
eomethin' fer not diggin"em.
Visitor—Indeed? What would you




a Retail Merchants' Directorate
Meeting Last Evening, and Have
Another Next Week.
house at Paris, Tenn., and others,
which will fill the vacaucies shortly.
Retail Merchants.
The directors for the Retail Mer-phasized before the jury. While lany good. They might stop some of chants Association held a meetingmuch of the details of this testimony ,the places from running a while, but last evening at their headquarters on• bad been eliminated from the hearing :men who are interested in seeing the South Fourth street near Broadway,of the twelve men who returned the:negroes loafing around their resorts but there was nothing up except al-tverdict, enough had reached the;r 1 can afford to pay fines for them once lowance of some bills and transac-ears to justify a conclusion that Ar- in a while. But if the raids keep up ton of other matters. Next Wed-nold had invaded the home of Chat- they are bound to do away with the nesday evening the directors hold an-triers, had caused dissension askl Pos1sagrant. and that is short order. other gathering, at which time busi-sibly final separation, and was in .These men cannot stand the financial ness comes before them of a natureliemphis under a clandestine engage- .eirain. But as long as these vagrants important to the members.intent with Ws. Chalmers when the . arc brou‘ht in someone will have to Hospital Improvements.outraged husband followed and killed stand the pressure. The plans and specifications for thehim. "But." added the judge as he wiped LIU:lois Central railroad hospital int-Verdict is Rendered. his perspiring brow, "don't think I provements, have been finished byIt was Clerk Johnson Mason the could stand this strain day in and the architect and turned over tobeard the first knock on the door !day out for a year."
Chief Surgeon Nfurrell, but the latterfrom the jury room, and received the i A rather peculiar instance was no- cannot call a meeting of the corn-news that a verdict had been reach- ,ticeable in most of the cases tried onittee to go over them right away,ed. A messenger was sent to the !yesterday. Much as the prisoners because Mr. McCourt is busy atante-room to summon Judge Moss. feared the stern edict of Judge Floyd New Orleans where the road is hav-and Mason whispered to Chalmers i c•vcry case was submitted and not jog some labor troubles, and whichthat the jury had agreed. A few one was offered to a higher court.
minute- later the first man Irian the
Pry room handed the clerk the pa-
pers, and the jury filed into the box.
The cirst.-nnary .inestron was asked
by the court, and the jury nodded its
assent that the verdict was the con-
clusion of each WARRANT FOR JOHN D.
Clerk John Mason read the verdict
fAs he picked up the paper Chalmers
winced perceptibly. his future was
in the balance, and it was the climax
osi trying ordeal. "We, the jury.
CIO the defendant not guilty." read
Of in a loud voice.
It was Gen. Peters, leading counsel
for the defense, who probably
brought Chalmers to a full realiza-
tion of the truth that had been day in the 'probate emir& here by
spoken. He sprang hurriedly over to Prosecutor David, anal charges
Chalmers, grabbed his hand, and violation of the anti•
gave his client a cordial handseake trust law in organiring and maintain-
Of congratulation. This was followed ing a monopoly of the oil business.
'by a demonstration, which extended The warrant directs the *heriff "to
throughout the courtroom. Judge take the said John D. Rockefeller, if
• Moss had warned the audience not found in your county. sr if he shall
to make any demonstration at any have fled, that you pursue him into
time. His warning was accompanied any other county in the state and
by a threat that he would punish any take led safely keep the said John D.
tviolation of court decorum. Ths Rockefeller so that you have his
warning and the threat were forgot- body before this court to answer the
ten in that moment, and a shout of said complaint and be further dealt
approval was well started behind the with according to Taw."
rail that separated the audience from
the court A quick and active pound-
ing of the gavel soon restored order.
I
". Naterphis, Tenn., July it .—A ,ineervphis, Tenn., July ii.—The Next Monday afternoon the boardverdict Of not guilty was retrun- pokke court continues to -be (,1 directors for the Globe Bank andeed iu the Chalmers case yesterday al- one of the best patronized public •frust company hold an adjournedternoon after the jury had deliberat- places in the city. No band concerts 
' meeting, and probably at that timeied less than an hour to reach its con- as, auir„d as in 00 
.4cIsion. ere wt •e ta n up . questionplenty of amusement has been fur- • of selecting a president to fill theWhile David R. Chalmers will rished stiertati 0-.4, and results of ,
.::::,:y tr,:.:e:! by Cie -death of theL.. \ , r “.....i have to ;Answer to 1.,:kt trials had no littie intere.st tor those late Hon. Edmund P. Noble, who sola., for the killing of Sam S. Arnold concerned. All othes cases pale into
in the Hotel Gayoso bar on March , finiiginiticance ,hesidies those of the 
creditably fika that important trust
during life. st Monday was the.28, a second indictment of carrying negro women arraigned for vagrancy. 'time 'for the directors regular set-a pistol will be prosecuted by Attar- i "The vagrants have to- go," said 
i sion, but on account of the pres;-any-General Yerger. Judge Floyd, after the session/ester- utnes death the meeting was ad-It was the unwritten law, which by day afternoon. "At best, the negro 1 journed until next week. Mr. Noblecustom given a man the right to is not the finest specimen of man- IF an officer for the Paducah Sad--avenge the destroyer of his home hood or womanhood on earth, but ii diery company, Paducah Banking-teen to the death, that secured the ,when contaminated by white men company, Noble-Overbey branch;verdict for Chalmers. Through the who run low dives and encouraged in
-entire defense of the case alleged in. their vices, he is a menace to society.
timate relations between Sam Arnold These periodical raids which have
and the wife of his slayer were cm 'been going on before will never do
It became so monotonous hearing
chisky domes, say "I submit the case,
ejdge," that some of them lapsed
into an incoherent "snritcase-y'r-
tron'r."
Monster Snake
FIVE POISONED BY MEAT.
Four in One Family Made Sick by
Eating Beef.
—
Chicago, July ti.—Five persons liv-
ing on the north side suddenly became
AK% Sunday after eating meat pur-Cairo, Ill.. July 1 ithr—Special to
thawed at the Inv:cher shop of 0. Kai-the Register—Report from between
steidt, 173 Center 'street. Physicians
who were summoned declared that
they were suffering from ptomaine
poisoning.
Paducah and Meyfield that posse of
Mountaineers armed with Winches-
lets in pursuit of monster snake, de-
scribed to be thirty feet in 'length.
traveling with speed of a deer and
biasing widly like a Kansas cyclone.
It has killed two horses two cow
and four dogs. Chas White. travel-
ing man, arrived says 'he saw snake
kill horse in field from car window.
Governor Robinson, owner of Robin
son circus says snake escaped from
he is attempting to adjust. When he
can get away he will be requested to
pass through here in .4me for
meeting to consider the drawings.
Great Circus Here Saturday.
The gorgeous opening spectacle
and ballet in John Rob nson's circus,
He ?lust Answer to the Court at that will be here Saturday, would not Extra.Findlay, 0. be half so good had it not as its •In what sort of meter
supreme adornment a Paducah girl, poem written?"
Findlay, 0., July i 1.—A warrant ,s165 Bonnie LaNier, whose parent's
or John D. Rockefeller, which k znd relatives still reside in Paducah,
now in the hands of the sheriff of i is queen of the circus ballet. She
Hancock Aounty is accompanied by his said to be the handsomest young
a copy 45if the information and' lady. in circus life. The critics de-
affidavit which was filed last Thurs-I scribe her as bright, young, charm-
ing, lovely and shapely.
Her costumes are the swellest in
the profession. They represent a
fortune. In Paducah she will surely
dress up for her people and Ailinirers.
Would Have Put It Out of Business.
Held Bacon—I saw a man to-day with a
hand-organ in a wagon drawn by a
mule, and he said he had been going




"That the mule didn't kick at the
music."—Yonkers Statesman.
-Shied- -Keep-It.-
"But can you keep house?" he
asked, douhtfelly; for he was, above
all things, a pracucal man.
"If yeu get a house and put It in my
name," she replied promptly, "I'll keep
It all right enough."
Matters being thus satisfactority set-





....of the Highc.:„. Excellence....
IM.1011••••• =1M1.0.11,MRIOM •••••••••••W
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
t "Leader" for the dealer.
Another to Hold Him for Awhile.
"You seem to be thoughtful." said
Ides. Henpeck.
"I am," replied Henry. "I was just
thinking that It would be a wonderful
thing if we could know an much as
we make people think we know."
"Pouf! It wouldn't be very wonder-
ful in your ease."--Chicago Record-
Moral d.
Self-Defense.
Saleslady—I am resigning my posi-
tion. I'm going to marry Mr. Kashool-
lar, of the necktie counter.
Manager—Why not keep on working,
anyhow?
Saleslady—Gee! You don't know
Bobby. If I don't quit my job, he wilL—
Cleveland Leader.
Papa's Viewpoint.
Rer Father—What are your pros-
pects, sir?
The Suitor (modestly)—I am fifth
rice president of the Brazen Assurance
Society.
Her Father—Well, you may come
and see me again, if the jury acquits
you!—Puck.
The Flat and the Tenement Defined.
Lady—What is the real difference
between an apartment, a fiat and a ten-
ement house?
Janitor—In an apartment the ladles
don't have no children; in a flat they
has one or two. More than two makes
any house a tenement, mum.—Judge.
Cleveland Near Three-Cent Rate.
Cleveland, Jury 1i—At the session
of the council the Forest City rail-
way, company, understood to be
backed by Mayor Tom L. Johnson,
which has recently started to conduct
two three-cent ifare car lines in the
city in competition with the regular-
ly established five-cent system, pre-
sented a communication asking for
franchises over twelve additional
routes. Ordinances granting these
franchises were immediately intro-
duced and were referred to com-
mittees for furture report.
The Cleveland Electric Railway
company also sent in a communifa-
tion which stated that it was ready
to submit a proposition which would
grant a material reduction





NOTE—Up to press time th 2
!posse of motintaineers had not
reached Paducah, and it is feared the
entire posse is lost among the high
mountain peaks or fallen into on:
of the craters of a valcano between
this city and Mayfield. It is possi-
dale, however, that the "mountaineers"
passed through without stopping on
their way to the Marcum-Hargis
trial.—Telegraph Editor.
HART JE EXPERT TO ..ESIFY
rrest of Letter Forgers Expected
After Court Session Today.
Plttaburg, Pa., July it —1When, the
&moue Hareje divorce case reopens
n court tomorrow, David N. Carval-
the noted ,handwriting expert,
'11 mike known the result
Iris examination of love letters ad-
eased to tire Former Hattie reraoh-
n, Thomas Martine, and signed by
Hartje, whkIr are deolaned to
forgeries by the woman's cisme!.
re are forty of thew letters and
have been photographically en-
se) that some of the characters
1 were placed under scrotiny of
t are nearly a foot high .e
Don Gilberto
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCAH.
we. are.d13._the_anielst--of,--liot-weathisr--anel--eleeputg -is- a- ton--
ture at the present time, and these beautiful moonlights we have
at present. Come one come all and hear his muse at 6o6 S. 4th.
at., produced by the only talking machine', not only of U. S. but
of the world. The Victor and th e gonophone talking machines
from $to to Simi put within the reach of the poor. as well as the
wealthy. Remember that these machines are the
Leading Machine of the World
Remember my records for sale are 8in. 35c, to in. Goc. 12 in.
$1.00.
We have high class operatic records from Si.00, $2.00. S3.00,
$coo, $5.00. All the latest leading opera singers from Addalena
Patti, Mracella Sasembrich, Carauso and Sourate and Gazorz and
a great many other celebrated artists of this kind.. I IR% play any
piece before purchasing it, so you can see that it is perfect. .We
don't sell second hand machines or records.. i.very machine is
guaranteed and every record is perfect and new. We don't give
discounts nor CUTS in PRICES. We catiy a full stock of
nee dede and we will repair your broken rnachipes at liberal prices.
We will take pleasure in explaining the mecWanism of your Zone-
phone.. I have soo new and latest music from ragtime to the
most celebrated operas, and from the greatest bands both Am-
erica and Europe and Orchestria pieces. My concerts will be
from 7 p. in. to to p. m.. No pieces played twioe and we play
from 73 to zoo pieces every night. Remember that you can buy
the Victor machine, it is no trouble but a pleasure. We will take
pleascure in showing you about either the Victor or Zonophone
machines, also care of records.
I remain your talking machine friend
••
DON GILBERTO,
THE TALKING MlACHI'rE M AN OF Paducah and closet








"So many unnecessary feet, you
know."—Cleveland Leader.
A Calldown.
"Snoobe says he would never wear
ready-made clothes"
"Possibly. But he specds ready-
made dollars. If his father hadn't left
left them to him he wouldn't bate
enough to buy a second-hand su.t."—
Detroit Free Press.
Troubles of the Rich.
Jaggles—Why does that millionaire
boast of his ancestry?
Waggles—Because he can't very well
bout of his posterity, when his daugh-
ter eloped with the coachman and his
two sons are taking the gold curs--
Puck.
An Indorsement.
"Do you regard the political future
of this country as secure?"
"Yes," answered Senator borghum
"I have thought the matter over and I
still consider politics an entirely gab
Investment."—Washlngton Post
THE TTRANICAL LANDLADY,
Mr. Spider—What, Moth movisg
again? I thought you were settled foi
the winter in the Chiffonier flats.
Mr. Moth—I thought so, too, but just
as I was getting snugly comfortable the
landlady balled me out.—Kansas City
Star.
A Reflection.
'The ocean look. like sea and copper,"
are often bears this on the beach;
The simile ts apt and proper—
There's water—iota or it—in each.
—Life.
Thought Sht'llad a "Mash,"
Patience—It's scandalous!
Patrice—What is scandalous?
"Why, my sister Was out playing golf,
asterday, and she said she had &mashie
tin the linker —Yonkers Statesman.
Net Treasure Trove.
.Knicker—It's a pretty honest world.
cker—Yes, indeed, the man who
a fault goes to a lot of trouble to




Newblood—No„ bat our boi
at
" "•-•?_ S '. '11 • • ''', • es
• a • • /..4,)".a. 1.-.. 1_1 V ‘i A.. ...'t 
. 
0.La
W. 'I' MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY
GREAT SALE
WALL PAPER STORE
Moved to 315 Broadway
WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES IN WALLPA.PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN OFFERED.




For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
at 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
tic net roll.
. . Paper usually sold at toe we will
sell for Sc,2*
....Paper usually sold at 8c we will
sell at 5c.
We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings, d
and Window Shades in all colors. N
A large line of roofing and build- ti
h
ing papers, canvass and tacks. fi
C.  C. Leo. 315 Bwav.
GOOl MORNING
Did you swallow your share of dust last night? I have a full line ed
Garden Hose, Nozzles, Sprinkling Sled*
etc., various grades and various prices.
Help your neighbor keep down the dust.
dD.Hannan


























1t Register isurtMng, 52
3 Broadway.
the verdict means that th
e loishand
I did right in killing hi
m, and many
l good citizens vall not only 
approve
i.of the verdict, but hope to
 see men
who despoil another's home me
et a
i like fate.
No man has the right to invade 
the
home circle of another, no 
matter
what the conditions may be, or
 how
much the watnianois to blame.
Enter:al nr $h ortofflce 
of Padu- Ch:eago is to have anothe
r tele-
cab, Ky., as second-cla
ss mail rr.:-..tter, phone company. The franchi
se ha-
hi en &caw,: and the mayor is 
now
prov !ion,
  I•1 By the franchise, 2
5 per cent of the
One Year  
Six. Months  
Three Mouths
One Week profits revert to t
he city and the city
is entitled to one memb
er on- the
board of directors. Tlhe boo
ks are
always to be open to th:.• c
ity, and,
if at the end of twenty years the 
city
dlestires to purchase the syste
m‘ it
quay do so at the then tangible 
value
-plus 5 per cent. This applies a
lso to
any telephone company which ma
y be
g.'ven a franchise at the expi
ration of
that time.
The company premises to have 
25,-
000 telephones in operation
 by two
and. 50,000 by foto. The rates 
are op
remain fixed as long as no other 
com-
pany is granted a franchise.




The Register office at 
once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
Thursday Morning, July 12, 1906
.
Go After the Vagrants.
One of the greatest drawb
ars to
Paducah is the horde of vagran
ts that
is permitted to make this- 
city an
abiding' place. They produce 
nothing,
yet they live, and the only 
way they
can live is• upon the bounty of
 ethers,
or by stealing; andl we bel
ieve that
die latter means is the one resorte
d
to. ,An epidemic of petty thiev
fing
seems to have v'siteri the city, and it
becomes imperative for the auth
ori-
ties to take softnie action towards 
re-
lieving the situation. 'Idleness begets
crime. A man who svorks doe
s not
have to steal. It is the loafer 
and
vagrant who does the most of 
the
stealing. If the police of Nduca
h
would only ,make the hundreds of id
le
negrocs and- whites who spend 
their
At Monroe, La., ,2 city of f5,000 in
-
habitants, the city has built a stre
et
railway and) will operate it too.
It is the &mot. City,' La America
 ta
own a street railway. It was 
built
from the profits of the water w
orks,
electric light plant and wharves 
own-
ed by the city. Municipal
 ownership
bias proven a great SAKCC 
111 rhat
city, and will prove a su
ccess any-
where it is tried, and Paducah 
experts
to give t a first class tr
ial just as
soon as it can shake off t
he grip the
corporationS I ve on the c.t y
.
Pwer of the Press.
days in idlentaa, either go 
to work (Columbia State.)
or leave the city, Pada...calf 
would be In a noteworthy article in 
the
quite different from what it is
. That iJuly Atlantic on "'Some Aspect
s of
class of paople are bit:. par
e.;'tes, liv- Journalism," Rollo Ogden
, editor of
lug off of other people. 
the New Yark Everting Post
, has the
Ilacy are worthless and of no ac
-
influence of the •modern press: 
"And
tollowing to say with respect t
o the
-count whatever. when you have some
 powerful rob-
They har.nper the growth of 
the hers to invoke the popular v
erdict
city when .by going to work 
they can upon, there is nothing l
ike modern
nuke an honest living and 
be of some journalism f
or doing the job thor-
,oughly. Those great names in
 our
good to the public and es
pecially to
business and political firm
ament
those who support them. 
There is which lately have fallen like 
Lucifer
um excuse whatever for an ab
le bodieel dreaded exposure in the press m
os'
man 1,, be idle in Paducah
 a: this of 'all. Courts and juries they 
coulle
time. 
;baste faced with equanimiza
 or.
The -trect and other co
ntractors rathe
r, their lawyers could have-dona
, it for them in the most 
beautiful
are needing men, and the 
oli.ce
.illustration of the law's delay.
 But
should ae to 2 that the c
ity is no the very clamor of newspaper p
ub-
longer infested with vagrant-. t
heity was like an embodied p
ublic
At Monmhis an active 
warfare is konacience pronoun
cing condemna
ftion—every headline an officer. 
I
beinsa made againsa that 
class and
as a ret-tult the city 
.s being cleared
 know of no other power on 
earth
of its most undesirable ci
tiztns.
ithat coulld have stripped away 
from
these rogues every shelter 
which
-In comirrikating on the mat
ter the the•ir moncy-coulld buy, and be
en to
Memo-- fn-s-reiirriemercl'atArp
eal says: - them such an lidvan
ce section of the
;it; Day of Judgment."
a. 4.a• busy \v v:.
—very but-ye-and it is -extr
emel:: grat-
ity:• : -!:..:r 
realize
I . •
ban t.. :notah. are being 
rounded up.
.Their sn 'deof life it a 
cdhstAntetelrip-
teflon pely th-t4t•a-,. s
ovll as an in-
tolargrr snore ' se
rious
crime and. a city well ad
 of this class
of •••iitry..i.s a ri.- y e
lisrelopin,7on
sietioir 5 csme gaud simne lines.
•• 
1.o.c
\ • 1-1,0 n :ty
• 
.
Ashville, N. C.—.$ I 5.95. Or.,,
eoily the year round, good retu?,
within six months.
HEARST SAID TO RE
T'al LINE FOR BRYAN.
---
Latter Agye's That Corporatio
n Men
Muat Go.
New f• Ittly ri.—\Villiar J.
trrit and • ti;iam R. H
earst
reached' P., • .1.o-standing, and 
l'.e:r•-•
.,..111 pc .141‘' ' tip;iort Bryan r 
.1' •
Demoeratic .; iiiation for area- -a
in 1908. Tint according to 
I I a •
• men here, s the meaning of
tha iannoencemert Ilia: he is fo-
. ditliate for l'ac !.•eatacrat!c
• i nranination. it IS stated liv'
Lew Homoseekers Rates to man
points in the southeast, west ane t. a, ' F t: .;• cell t'
southwest on first. and third Toes-al, an 14 f ,r Dtry, crp , ;.• aaad
erahi •
days of each month, June to Novem- •na I ever jar rrvar's raw
bet inclusive. •. •-.
For additional information, tickets, goe
.,1
etc., call on any agets of the South- ! as r•-•
era Railway or address,
J. P. LOGAN, T. P. A., tit East
Main street, Lexington, Ky.
C. H. HUrNtxt-Rt OKI), D. P. A.,
234 Fourth avenue, Louisville, Ky.







WITH CRUSHED — STRAW-
BERPY, PEACH. PINEAPPLE or
CHERRY., IS BETTER.
SEVEN TV AND BROADWA:
:Inv. 7551











I OW CI mil I
refaree taktng tet
/woof. He expert
ter esti-thin the 11f ,
if ----g died and, k
mother. who .clnitir
••• .•. or other oni
k the bankrupt
claims that ametint























GRAND JURY IN NEW OR
LEAIIN6 INVBSTIGATING 
FRAN-
CHISE GRANTED TO THE 
CIIMI,ERLAND — INDEPENDENT
COMPANY OFFERED Sicro,son P
.OR IT, BUT THE OLD COM-
PANY GOT IT FOR PERCEN
TAG1L OF ITS GROSS RECEIPTS
.
New Orlean-, July 11.—Somethin
g
ox a sensation was sprung in 
the
es iniinal distlict court this 
morning'
by the-sudden onslaught by the 
grand
jury on the i c and lighting coni
mi.-
tee of the eity council. The en
tire
committee was summoned before 
the
grand jury'without previous notic
e,
and all the members of the commit-
tee except Councilman Bisso app
ear-
ed before the inquisitoria
Cumberland Telephone and Tel
e-
graph franchise is believed to be u
n-
der investigation, and as all the co
un-
cilmen that were summoned 
are
members of the committee wh
ich
granted the franchise, this belief 
is
strengthened
For some time it has been rumor-
ed .about the criminal court that the
grand jury had entered actively upon
an investigation of the telephone
frevoral weeks ago, 1Z. W.
'Otiastne mil J. A. Stark of -Se'. Lou
is,
rapriftemiag capitalist's of that cit
y,
apptitio Ihw an independent franchis
e,
for Oriole they offered the 
city
;$toopeo anah. .The Cumisorland T
ele-
phone and Telegraph Company,
welt at present has a monopol
y
here, offered the city 3 per cent, of
its gross receipts. The city council
turned drown the offer of the in
de -
acce ted the
scwel'age inspector to the p
ump-
ing station and properly se
al the
cap.
Culvert at Cross Creek.
City Engineer Washington 
handed
to the .itoard the contract 
entered
into between the city and 
Contractor
Arisiges, whereby the latter is
 to con-
stiuct the new concrete 
-culvert
where the wooden bridge no
w span.:
Cross Creek near the Union
 depot
WI Caldwell street. The ci
ty is to
build the ill leading front 
side or
creek holllow up to the cr
eek beat
where the contractor lays t
he co; -,
crete culvert. The board ra
tified the i
uontri.et. and banded if
eiscr for his signature as the 
city's'
representative, and to the con
tractor
for the latter's signature. 
The con-
tracttor expects to start work 
on the
culvert right away, while t
he REPAIRING A. SPECIALTY






offer of the Cumberland company,
 mirks.
which is controlled by the Bell Tel':- The city wants a
pair of good
mules and it was decided to.
 have a
certain Graves county man t
o bring
here his span, in order it c
an b-
seen if they are good enough 
to be
Pought If so, they will 
be pur-
chased, and be used to haul a
round
the street cleaning machine 
to bc
tought.
May Sue For Sidewalk Ground
.
For many months there has bee
n
phone interests. The grand jury is
supposed to be investigating why the
offer of the independent was rejected
and the Cumberland offer accepted.
Among the witnesses examined by
the grand jury today was Henry
Rightor, an attorney who represent-
ed the interests of St. Louis capital-
ists before the council.
Decision Made As To
Kind of Bridge Wanted
(Continued from Page One.)
ably be bought by the city author
i-
ties.
Street Inspector Alonzo Elliott
was directed • to take the city
sprinklers and sprinkle West Broad-
way from Fountain avenue, West to
the residence of the late .Ed 
P.
Noble, in order to settle the dust and
prevent it arising during the funeral
this afternoon, when many will pa.
;.;
that way with their vehicles attend-
ing the ceremonies. This is an un-
meal courtesy, but extended on 
ac-
count of the deceased being the la
te
honored president of this hoard' of
city mithorities.
At points rl mg Broadway ther
e
have been many waterboxes pro-
truding U omit ,of the public rid
e-
walks in front of buildings. Thes
e
boxes stick up so high anyone ca
n:
stumble over them . The water 
com-
pany was compelled to lower the
m,
but it developed two were overlooked
on the Broadway side of The Pal-
mer, and another in front of itaia-
4
..•••••••
kin's buffet on Broadway between
Fourth and Fifth sf.cets. The hoard
da-ected Street Insp.ctor Ellidat to
have the water company to lower
these inside the mist twenty-four
Lars. The boxes are thoaa with
them,, and lead down nude- the
aas ments where tha wver sapply is
turned off and on.
Must Remove Old Debris.
The contractors are tearing up
Jefferson street preparatory for th .
Lack street and cotie"ete sidewalk
aork. The old brick pavements are
to be taken away to make room for
the concrete sidewalk work,
end as the peril)* owning property
along Jefferson beteevvn Fifth anti
Sixth have not started to take away
the old brick, the street inspector
as ordered to haul them away, un-
less the latter start this before the
Mapector gets ta that square. '
Must Put on Lid.
There is a tine leading im out of
the sanitary sewerage system pump.'
ing station at Third and Oa- • streets,
and if not cemented and closely
sealed, a great stench arise 3. Tha
sewerage inspector was or(!red te-
1:ghtly cement the cap, but aot hold
of the wrong one. Now Co street
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up the question of putting new 
side-
walks on both sides of West B
road-
way bet ee een the railroad h
ospital
and Fountain avenue. • Every
 single
property owner out that way 
wants
to give enough ground fro
nting his
individual property for the 
new
walks, with exception of W. F. Br
ad-
shaw, Sr., and George Bernhard
 who
wants the city to pay them f
or this
ground. The city legislative boa
rds
have directed the c;ty solicitor to 
site
arid take the property, but the 
solici-
tor has never taken any ste
ps in
this direction. As the people c
on-
tinue to clamor for thepavements,the
board of works directed anot
her
communication to the legisla
tive
aathorities. requesting that they r
e-
vie the matter by compellling 
the
solicitor to carry out the instruct
ions
to sae .hem.
Death of. En-President Noble.
e.illcd ortention
to the death if Mr. Ed P. Nobl
e,
who 'was president of the board from
its organization to a few weeks ago,
when he resigned. Nes4rs. Wilhertu
and Taylor were appointed 3 COM
-
mit; ee to draft resolutions of respect.
which are as follows!




: - • —
AOTh[k. Bill
We hancte all the finest and daint-
It with the --ottnoat_
...eare„













Round trip to EVANSVILLE 
Aid)
RETURN, continous passage 
$4.00;
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals
 and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO,
cf five or over $1.50 each
, wi
meals; ia.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats,
fuzlher particulars see
S. A. FOWLER. Gen. Pas
s.




Office with Dr. Rivers & 
Rivers.




(Continued on Page Five.) Resid































work in the ovening sante of the
Vincennes series, although there were
one dozen and four runs glade and
still it waa interesting.
Is it possilefe we are going to take
three straights frets 'ern? This will
be too ocelot.
Red Perry preyed Sa_he a_ hitter.
Keep it tip old chap, syou did some
base atealisig from 'em and the grrand
stand was iet danger eeverni different
time..
Bring; or be big leaguers, we treat
all alike.
Several told 0alls•from the via:tors'
bate di-detainee int its wge around the
.grands-tionl "thesician sn Wire" from
too toih•tfienn.
The I nd.are user strong for-sh
Kitty.
Vincennes— ab r bh po a e
Mitchell, so. 
*Perdue, rf.
4 0 0 2 1
. 1 0 0 0 0 0
*Cann rf.  3
IVilkinson, Vb. 4
Morn, If.  4
Barbour, 3b.  4
NtleClelland, 2b. 4
Donovan, cf.  3
Matteson, c.  3






Totals.— 33 S 24 to 4
Perdue batted for MeCia n in the
ninth inning.
Pad use Is— ab rbhpo a e
Tayi or, cf.  5 20300
Cooper, If.  5 3 3 3 0
645  t oPerry, se.  
Quigley, 2b.  6 3 2 5 1 I
Nippert, lb. ,  i i i 2 0 0
limas, lb. 2 2 5 0 2
 30 0 0 04
Downing, c.  5
p.  4
Totals-
2 2 1 0
O 6 2 0
O 0 0 0 0
43 16 17 27 5 3
Inning% 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9—R.H.E.
Vincennes oc000000 1-1 5 4
Paducah' 4 1 t 1 1 4 4 o x-1617 3
Earned runs-Vincennes 1; Paducah
5; two base hits—Cooper; stolen
bases—Perry. a; Cooper, Quigley,
Haas; Sa.eritioe hits.-.Lloyd, Wetzel;
three base hits—Moran; home runs—
Wetzel; double plays—Whitley to
Mitchell to Wilkerson; passed balls—
Maeteeem. 2: bases. on balls—off
WhPiley. 3; struck out—by Whitley,
9: by Nfiller, 4: hit by pitched 
ball—
Lloyd; left on bases—Vincennes, 4:
Paducah. 9; time of game—! :45; UM-
n.
NOTES.
Perry land, on W,hitley for five
hits.
Every RedsEn must have got a
hit or more on vincennes.
Well. gay; its just as e-e-z.
How did they ever take three front
the Taelpolee?
allanal„•er Lipyd ha• a bung's of gin
gee. ',Nye:, that, are going to make
the penunt rate for a life, time.
ammomontlo
Never in the history of the Kitty
league 'has each a defeat happened as
the one IS.. Indians gave Vincennes
yesterday aftermsun when the locals
nude aixtrest rims an) visitors! only
one. They pounded Wirieley all over
the tot, the hardier he pitched the
harder he was hit.
It was a clean shut out up till' 0.11
ninth, ',ellen Moran sent one to the
. bath 11'04/4Pe for three sacks, and 'Bar-
bour s'ingle tallied she II-me:some run.
'Miller wee tivitieihle at n11 t anii!
pitched a game as usual.
sins retie .Miller stril:e4 ,stti; kfil tient.
1411e ' ' \ rt If •.te -take' thee two, O..- hold -r
Inning Sever. s 1. t - five soesete, the (::










THE INDIANS PUT IT ON HE
TOP NOTCHERS IN FREE
SILVER STYLE.
Tail Enders Wallop Jacksonville and













Danville  29 39 426






'Mitchell out en Quigley; •MeClai•
out to Cooper; Wilkenson out to Per-
ry to Haas.
Taylor out, Mitchell to Wilkerson;
Perry singles; Perry stole second;
Cooper wallas; Quigley singles; Per-
ry in home; Ilaas singks; Aiteholl
fumbles, shrew wild to second and
Cooper coulee . home. Lloyd anyes
one through first end second, brought
in Ilaas and Quigley; Weetzx•1 flys out
to left; Downing strikes out and the
fire works went one.
Inning Two.
Moran single to right; Barbour
flys out to Taylor; McClelland to first
on Ilaas' error; Donovan out to
Han.; Mattcton pops out to Quigley;
two visitor, died on bases
Miller stitiek out; Taylor. ont
Barbour to WIIkesterm; Perry singies.
and ureter eeeonet on pare hall; Cooper
get: two bases; Perry comes home
on abeClain's 'throw in; Quigley out,
Barbour to Wilkerson.
Inning Three.
W11-•itley etniar out; Mitchell out to
Taylor: Ms-Clain out to Haas; all (Vett
a natural death.
Hems einglee; Nippert rune Ser
Haas: Chief forced Nippert out at
second; Whitley to Nfitchell
to Wilkerson; Wetzel drove one to
the bath house and lost the ball, gal-
loped in home; Dwarfing out to Me-
Hain.
Inning Four.
'I.Vtilkerson safe to tirat Quigley's
sleepy throw to Hee.; Moran eingleo
to center; Barhour out to Quigley;
Yit-Clernrut sense out eo Haas; Dono-
van Hy.: to Cooper.
N1411er ht to colter and goes to
eeestst on Dees ean's . Taylor
burte to Wh:tley; Miller out at thirdi;
Perry single.. and gore to third on
Barbour', wild throw: 1Vilkerson and
Taylor comes' home; Cooper strike's
see/ Quigley cod.
Inning Five.
Nlat.cson strikes out: Whitley fly's
out Qeferles ; Mitchell foul* out to
Downing.
Ilene 'ale to first on Barbour's
bad throw; N.ppert to second on
passed ball; for the first titne
in a month, *does Ot1t trying to
the ball; Wiri7•1 singles to lift field
for tso bier, Nippert ekatsd
Inning Six.
Mk-Clain fools. out to Wetzel: liaas
gratified WSikerion'• foul! Wilkerson I They pull off a double header nhie
grannel•ef oue'to Hatte; Moean singlee; efserroon. art! a. harge 'crowd will very
!Moran enor-ht e. g.sond•; Down!-' likely have tlae pleasure of eeeing tIc
n'n • to rentiglese I jeel:e gems,.
lor 1', se. 1•.••1.1 hie lotto, 1•• so: ••
DECISION MALiC AS
KIND OF BRIBE WANTED
(Continued tin Page Four.)
God in His infinite wisdom to termi-
nate the ItIe. lad career of our late
cc-worker and friend, Edmund P.
Noble, whose death occurred in this
eity July 9, 1906; Therefore be it
Resolved: By the Board of Public
Works of paducah that in ,the death
of Mr. Noble the city has lost an
honored and valuable citiztn; Ona
whose labors as a member and the
pi-es:ding officer of this board, err-
phasized his worth to our beautiful
'ands progressive city, in which he
always manifested such a delight and
pride; That by his kind, considerate
snd impartial course, he enjoyed the
full confidence and esteem of his
c• cia associa es, w •,
with the entire community, deplore
his death. And though his active con-
nection with this board had been
severed some weeks ago, by his
resignation, yet we felt that he was
still a member for he always dis-
played a keen interest in publie
affairs even up to the time he was
taken ill. Be it further
Resolved; That while many public da76:'"I suppose so," assented Mrs. Widget
offitials of the land have been, and with a sigh. 'I tail him it. time he
are, criticised, this board can and was loot:leg about him, but he seems
does say that his official life, like his quite initialled to at home as yet.
I think he Ls keeping his eyes open,
but he says he doesn't intend to marry
until 1ie's 30. He's 24 now, so he's
lot six ye.are to make his choice."
"Hell make a good one when he
wakes it."
"Yes, I believe he will. I've heard
of somebody—I believe it was Franklin
—who said be chc9e wire as he did
aLs coat, for ter wearing quaiitie.;
Percy is always particular about his
*lathes. Lie likes to be neatly dressed,
but be never buys a suit because the
pattern hasgsens to be pretty. He tries
this sample and that, and makes tear.,
that every thread In it is good wool,
and that it Is pmnerly dyed and
woven, and then triugs it to me to see
s bat I th;nie of it."
sseist: And you think ha
14111 sel,et. his wife the same way?
You must look up some samples for
him."
Mrs. WIdger had thought of that.
the cctaed Percy as to his prieler-,
euoes t sort of goods.
"Welt" caid Percy, in his asatter•
ef-faet way. -I always thought I
should like my wi:e to i.e a bigseste
as I'm sach a towhead. I think op-
potting; ehould marry. But tempera-
ments should, of course, be sympa•
I mean to satisfy myself very
carefully that the woman I marry is
coage-nial in tastes and habit.. I
mean I want a sensible, well-batanced
;id, and a well-educated girl. NVIlen
I way edseated I don't mean Mere-°, cne who has been through Girton c•
John Wil-e assar or Wellesley only. because site
kin:: Went From tier4.0 ;Fulton mitait te very brilliant in
tellectually.
and ̀ be a very incapable housekee,,der.
Where TII:y Married,. I think more unhappiness marsied
Ufa cornea through slipshod holue•
keeping than any other cause. I want
Last evening the Third street my wife to be strong, healthy and
Methodist church %%2, filled with a good-tempered. But then I've go', iota
party of several hundred people at- of tuns It's sot a thing I should do
tending the reception given in honor hastily er without due consi
deration
of the 8o new rnentbersetaken in dur- Its • geifous matter
, choosing a part-
ing the bg test revival held by this nee lor
swegregatiott for a number of weeks “Yee enY at
lYthinn '840111 her
on South Fifth Ileac Jackson street.
An excellent program was rendered,
fine talk made by key. ilunsacker of
California who is •hitang here, &nil
delicious refreehelents were served
It was general o!el -fashioned so-
private life, was above reproach aild
free front all criticism; In all of his
acts he was governed by a strict
fidelity to his duty as an official, and
without exception enjoyed the ut-
most confidence and esteem of all
with whom he came in contact;
making a faithful, honest and con
scientious officer. * * As a mem-
lit r of the board he exercised a seise'
and progressive spirit, and was largs•
y instrumental in laying a broad
foundation to meet the growth of tint
city in the years to come. By his
death the city also loses one whose
ant in life was to do good for hi,
fellow man, and to advance the wei
larelbef his city in every way.
Resolved; That this board extend,.
to the family of the deceased, its sin-
cere sympathy in their bereavment
and that a copy of these resolutions
be spread upon our records, and a




AT THIRD STREET METHO-
DIST CHURCH.
Miss Peal Clark and Mr.
$1,4 ts r,s a sessi•.4-•-•:-- ;1-7, 1.71 only. test thins ggens es, :ele,it st- Co, •
C ." ; len. • ; i1b0f• • • ' ,n, w 11 he in the lonnn th• • te at Liaise and Mr joins 1$,11.r,,
trotted 1 Inc; Co..;•••• eecon.1:, In: char:C.- are o%".a.: ,n1I ,,i , 1,4*A: .1() relton,- where they
..fstuls.1 Seto \Sit:hill and throws* i4A-•-1Ci-Vo.-n,•••, 4.1140 1•4C,11-4 heave-Ureic% a wos• 7 n• - • ,1 Ur% ,‘e d, .1
1 1, m. is "r • the bac'•:, &fru! ftc:lic oh' herie with the Ch is nen chin. ••. "I 'heir
C • • • • *,-.yrn, • 1 e 1-Sky's ball:: and if Ors- luald to ite t1- e ••• p•-•a
Tian- F'seloal. wi'l 1,e ours. - • et.. en sol • -.1r g'• -• '
. • • • 7 '• 1:ttun',1' " rooters oral fee and , . e. •v. 
fire. 11'"y".'""41 `' b"S'' 
their at"•)7ec.3" turning front which they resunie
the ir hose here.
TY.c brie.- ve. . ar.-1
ssnitse,nr.:.•
and 
t'se. esti, Sid:, ...h",7
1, in the r ra les il the tatal stLiwe,
fo• s ,  iu.oat 1S t! Icons yner coaches gong ae rive- • 
 
iii';*he
toolske prr for tlic 1 -
A' ' •• • • r , t t C' 2- 1. a loS._ Lefore. Send t :• es-. •
1. nrr ing tothi .







Fathers End mothers who knew him
said: "There age not mr.ny young
man like Percy Widger, that's a fact
It would be a good thing if there were.
'There's a young fellow that has some
tense."
Ile eertaisrly had some ser_se. Leta
of it, In fact. Cool, self-eeilant, and
with a Judgment beyoad his years. His
parents were eftea eongratulated on
Perey's good, practical qualities. His
frnploYer congratulated hi:iisr!f.
a bad habit to his name, industrious
and earefuL
"The girl who gots Percy will be
Incky," eai,1 the mothers. 4
Some et the daughters satffed, °th-
en sighed.
"Bought three blocks of the subdi-
vision teem Wheeler," said the fathers.
"That toy is going to make money.
Pretty hard-headed young chap, I tell
re-ft-paid-fersits-a-yeas-
or two"
kles had it paid for In a year or two.
and the subdivision began to build up
It was a shrewd investment for a
avail& man.
"Well," said some of the mothers
to Mrs. Widger, "I suppose Percy will
be bringing you borne a nice Hail
daughter-in-law some of these fine
i Woks," said Mrs. Widget-, with a sta;lo.
said Percy, "I ticn't went
her too r aod-looking. She receives ao
; such atteution that she doesn't thins
It neesistry o pay say attentiot.to
. ethers. I've foetad that to be Use ease
with the girls around here. You it
at levee, ant Inc have bees aa exception to that rule,
coined into lite congregation. . mem. uelitge.r sett • !-.1,1 alwars
• •. 1 4 up - •• • • • , :1
.r
• ,





NOT IN THE CIRCUS TRUST.
eaducah, Saturday, July 14 ,
Presenting under Ten Acree o: Water ProOie TtO•Phr teens
RARE ANS) COS .LY WLJ.ANiMAisold
; f(
Double Herd of Elephants. 1%in:de:uses Teri se ns Pachyderni
s, 'I.:resent-
ing a Prow at&t LvII1114 .4: of l•trfec foi&.
n • st,trar---
Stupenduous Realist•c Production BATTLE OF 
WOUNTIED•:7KNiLIS
Introducing 500 Indians, Cosi/eye, Scouts and 
Sold-a:121x ,
--
THE LEAVENSWDRTH ZOI,WES. t sect from a.
cfnel••s'sesterilturo-
pean Trip. America's Greatest M•litars CompanY, 
Fieethiinstit




TWO COMPANIES OF CAVALRY
Late of the U. S. Army, in expert teats of horsemanstaipir
t
r nes--
ELLSWORTH FEMA.Li, ZOUAVES. 
•
CAPT. WIN STOICS WONDU EDUCATED" 
L S
THE LUCUZON SISTERS Wcnderful Aerial Act
FLYING 13ANVARDS, Sensational European ,Ae#Srists
The Latest Foreign Novelty, Mr. James Dutton and Mile.
Grand Spectacular D.sibie hading .Act. ,sser
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.1.•••eseee.-
M- cNutt Troupe—A.t:ial Cycle Whirl e'ere. Prof. 
Nygarrt's Srl7ff4rOi of
Wondedrrfully Trained Menage :Torre; - t in number
. -20 Maie .nucl
Female. Riders 20. 300 daring ..yrnras:n. 
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By ARTHUR H. VANDENBERG
(Autilaol of "A Congressman Made t•
Order," etc.)
cerleigks. Ewa brIeseebt. Bowles-)
„... r.; dark-
ened study. I was musing upon a
istra.nge addition which the afternoon
eeeegui to me curios. a. had come
from Spain—whence the source or
donor I knew not.
My curio was an iron tongue, eaten
with the rust of exposure, corroded
'with the age of centuries. Here and
there were seams and cords that stood
Out like swollen veins in the forearm
ef a laborer. The rust I first mistook
for blood. Flood wise not incongruous
with the fantasies which this strange
--eking-sent
Then there were two indistinct in-
scriptions, almost eaten away by the
honeycombing of the elements. At the
topper end of my iron cudgel I deciphered
ty aid of the microscope an indistinct
date-1540. It was set across a coat-of-
ernes. Tae escieeheon ' could not
snake out; I thought, however, that I
eaw a bishop's miter and a heads-
vian's ax. On the svroilen head was
tut he crude letters: "The Tongue of
-Roland."
With my strange cudgel of rusty
'Clack came a scree of parchment, eve-
idee.tly torn from a tower register
across the top of the page stood forth
iln letters balder than the rest the title
'Ghent." Then followed this strange
gentry:
April re 1540 —To Mr. Jacques Barre,
executioner. for having tortured twice
lean de ',annoy. benringer. 12 sous To
same for having executed, by lire, said
AiL11.11 no y , 00 sous For having thrown h..
*Indere Into the River Scheldt, 1 sous. Fos
1:plucking uut the Tongue of Roland. 80 sous
The Tongue of Roland hung be-
dore the mantel. The flickering
"fames swung its long black shadow
tack and forth across the tiles.
And then a strange thing happened
If fell int* a waking slumber: I
dreamed of the Tongue of Roland, of
the bishop's miter and the headman s
Si, of Jacques Barra and De Lannoy,
II caught a Mime te of the store of my
rusty black cudgel. Here is (ho tae:
• • • • •
"I've seen pictures like it, John. It's
illalands by two intersecting streams,
---1 Ca.. "VS V% t •-' ....,
Z)nd sea, cut into a score or more ol
und together by a web of stone
VIA wooden bridges. In the heart ulis inland archipelago was spread a
tbroad plaisance. From its martial
*orders rese a four-walled tower,
(napped at a height of half a thousand
pact with a golden dragon Beneath
Me dragon swung a monster bell
. The city was (Meat The inscrin
'op across the bell was simple: "My
ame is Roland; when I am rung has-
ly then there is a fire; when I re poll
ne) In peals there Ls a storm is
;enders."
ei de Lannoy was the
Asa0 years he had swung upon the
<17,i17.,n ..'....:a w4. .. .,01.....ett Roland's
writhe. He had called the burghers
ther to fight back invasions of the
lamer. He had signal( d for rebee
pee and seen plebeians plunge theit
drerda in one another's backs.
Bat to-day Jean de !annoy was 'Ii'
ge et. He was pulling, slowly and
sadly, the final stroke upon the call
which brought the weavers from theli
work and finished their day of toil
,Holanda tongue beat out two pea:i
which 'echoed across the cit saint
bellman
se ng sun. Scarlet was
La fitting hue, for Flanders had just
'washed herself in gore. Then, am
bough in eithoing challenge, rang cut
the sharp shrill notes of a huge. De
Lennoy hastily fixed the hempen rope
t the great spit h the Wall and de-
e
need the stone stairs to the prison
pltoor. He was met by a stout knock
Apols the outer door.
'r, ider  "Who comes?" he shouted to the tin-
e , Jkown Invader. He leaned forwarde
With ear int( n ly ;awe ae.... .,t. .he cas-
ing.
Jag, Jacques Barra, with an order
the emperor"
. Jacques Barra!" be gasped, clasp.
ISg hip hands to his breast ;rah a
deektiestrn shudder. "Jacques Barra!
lige Of the black heart and dripping ax!
Who tortured to a lingering death 14
,Flemings yesterday, here before this
tory belfry!"
"Opals, td me and my warrant!"
("touted the vetted e
I "Warrant!" De 'Leiutoy muttered.
lill'atere was yet fresh 'In bile mind the
dread scenes of the week fast. Charles
;ff. had entered Ghenteisairomp and
splendor at the heist of *archer" hal-
barduien and musketeers, artnetrto the
teeth. He had curet( to quell the in
issrrectionista, who, fired by the Tongue
of Roland, hal taken up arms to re-
sist the impost of a tribute tax levy
of one million carol'. The emperor hatI
given over 14 of the ringleaders to
death by fire at the hands of Jacques
Barra. But still his vows of ven-
geance were rasatiated. There re-
mained the Tom. gue of Roland and the
bellman from e. hose hand had swelled
the calls to war.
Jacques Barr beat again upon the
door. De Late:or stood within with
Lack set hard against the great oak
panels. Then Le shot back the chains,
rolled the door, and bowed low across
the threshold before the gorgeous her-
ald. Upon the hell-ringer's right arm
was sewed a teltale band of white.
It was the badga of the rebellion.
Barra looked d iwn upon De Lannoy,
and with a sneer upon his scarred and
bearded countenence, gruffly interpo-
lated:
"I am the man of Charles. By his
order I am commanded to  1,akeznaseree
mon of this belfry, tear from its roots
the Tongue of leoland"—he stopped
ehort a moment, and then added in
tones intended a sink into the heart
of the bellman—' should I encoun-
ter resistance, I to use my own
discretion. Rei .e..eer Lenten Pyl!"
"Who was Levien Pyl?" sullenly
answered De Lannoy, sparring for
time, although he we:1 knew the grew-
some story.
"A man after your own black heart
—a dog of a traitor with a white badge
upon his arm"—he pointed with his
sword toward the bellman's sleeve. "He
died—but unhappily. I, the man of
Charles, crushed his fingers one by one
until he swooned from loss of blood."
He laughed mockingly and threw his
steel gauntlet into De Lannoy's face.
De Lannoy took a quick step behind
ea- of the attendants and tore from
els hands his short sword. With it he
di. .cosed of the servant from whom
it had been snatched, and turned upon
the herald. The wounded attendant
fell to the mosaic pavement with a
groan. Like hungry tigers two other
fellows leaped upon the bellman's back
before he could make another move,
and bore him to the ground.
A leathern thong was wrapped
around De Lannoy's wrists and twist-
ed taut until cruel channels were
gotieed into the unprotected skin.
"Now for the bell, men," Barns
cried, pointing npward with his sword.
"Teter out the clapper—and make short
work of it."
It was quickly done; Rolandes
tongue hung upor a coupling which
cue man could readily loosen.
Barra laughed again with the old
sneer. Ile took the hempen rope
with which the bellman had been
wont to ring his bell, and, deftly run-
nlng up the ladder in the wall, fas-
tened it to the coupling in the heart
of Roland from which the clapper had
swung.
Then he dropped tbe coil. It fell
directly in De lianrny's upturned face
The bellman maned in anticipation
of leis fate.
Barra kindled a fire in the corner of
the tower. He broke the chairs and
table, feeding their kindling into the
flames. Into the heart of the blase he
thrust the heavy end of the bell dap-
per. In silence he watched it for sev-
eral moments. De Lannoy in a frenzy
cursed him once. jearra only laughed
and drew the iron tongue from the
Dames The and was white with hest.
Quickly he carried the tongue to
the hempen rope, and, fastening it
through the coupling, hung it over
De Lannoy's face. It swung ten inches
above him, yet the hest turned the
bellman's cheek a livid green, and cant
into his eyes the tire of a demon.
Barra drew a fagot from the fire and
touched It to the hempen rope. The
strands caught the flame, and a tiny
ringlet of smoke floated out into the
air. Barra thrust his hands deep
into his pockets and with staring eyes
watched first the burning rope, then
the white-hot tongue of iron, then the
face of his victim. De Lannoy's teeth
were set as in a vise. His jaws stood
out as from a skull. His eyebrows al-
ready were burned away.
The room was dark as the blackest
night. The two attendants huddled,
shivering, against the remotest corner
of the tower. Their eyes were fixed
upon the repo in ghastly stare. The
wave of smoke grew heavier. Now
and then the burning strands sput-
tered their threatening warning. The
iron tongue was trembling. It
lureeted—once—twice—then an awful
scream of agony burst through the
tower walls, bounding from the belfry
in terrorizing echo, -leaving the sky of
Ghent as had the Tongue of Roland.
•
I jumped to my feet with a cry of
fright. My awe and brow were wet
with cold sweat I was trembling
from bead to foot. Intuitively I
glanced to the mantelpiece for the
Tongue of Roland. It had fallen tc
the hearth, and the end which 10
tu the smouldering fire was white with
heat.
THE FIRST GRIN.
Well, baby wee. just 3esterday
You smiled on me In such a way
With such a toothless. winsome grin
As opened gates to let tee In—
To let me in and make me glad—
The joys of being just a dad.
'Twain your first grin, and, I allow.
I feared you didn't quite know how
'To crack a smile, you've looked so glum
At me just ever since you come
That I wall worried, I avow;
But that's all past and done with now,
I Sfax just bolding your wee hand
When you looked up with such a bland
And yummy grin, I swear to you
I didn't know just what to do,
Mut brought my foot down with a thump
That brought your mother on the jump
An', when I pointed down at von,
She gave a look ale' she grinned, too:
An' there we were bunched up, we HIM
Each one a-arinnin"; seemed to be
reg-lar grulfest; bees raw heart.









Some of Their Blunders Mak* tit.
Employer's Life a Burden—
A Few Instances.
In some stenographic systems an
arbitrary sign may stand for one, two
or even three words. Sometimes the
mistranslation of one of these signs
leads to funny results, says Success
Magazine.
"The deed shocked d.he nation to the
heart core," was what was said, and the
typewriter evolved: "The dead shocked
the notion to the hard car." "The rumot
was but transient, though," was hardly.
recognizable as "The rammer was
trains end through." A rear-end col-
lision was evidently in that girl's mind.
"As manna fed the Jews," was in-
geniously tortured by another young
woman into "As mamma fed tha Jaya."
ac-boa teacher.
"Plays, creeps and laughs, the 1220-
cent," crooned the num, ma bay, manta-
ing the opening lines of some projected
baby verses. When the typewriter
tapped out: "Plays craps and leaves the
Innocent," he scanned her visage
He said: "The voice of Dr. Jocelyn
was heard calling for assistance," and it
came out: "The vice of Dr. Josh Lane
was hard killing four assistants."
When "But she held Jake too dearly
for that, and so—passed on," was dic-
tated, and it came out: "But she held
Jacks, two, drawing for that and so
passed, one," would it have been unjust
to credit the girl at the machine with
an elementary knowledge of gambling?
Occasionally a new beast or bird is
discovered by the typewriter, thus:
"The sea-quail was, etc.," the intention
/being "the sequel was, etc." This was in
bie with a blunder made by the same
girl, who had avowed that "a gull sunk
tlie schooner," instead of "a gale:" On
another occasion she declared that a
pair of lovers "hatched up a pretty
squirrel," instead of their having
"patched up a petty quarrel."
•Having confessed that once upon a
time she had been a waitress in a popular
restaurant, the reason is clear why
"Foist the males of the dynasty" was
clicked out: "First, the meals of the
dinnersty." This sounds like • "made-
up," but it is fearful fact.
"The president was heard with ac-
claim," dictated the man. "The present
was hard with a clam." was what the
typewriter insisted that he had said, as
she tearfulle hunted for her notes.
EXODUS OF IRISH YOUTri.
Aged Parent. and Small Brothers
and Sisters Left in the
Villages.
It is largely as a result of the unpre-
cedented loss of half its population in
half a century that the present condition
of rural Ireland isao interesting &study,
says Plummer F. Jones, in American
Monthly Review of Reviews. The de-
population of Ireland has largely
changed the life of the people, and the
Ireland cf to-day lacks much of being
the Ireland of 60 years ago.
Owing to lack of labor, the former in-
tensive cultivation of the soil has
ceased. Tillage has been superseded by
pasturage. Thousands of acres that in
former years were teeming with laborers
planting and working potatoes and
turnips, and harvesting wheat and oats.
are now turned out in grass, and the
song of the laborers and the whetting of
scythes have been bushel, and in their
place can be heard the lowing of cattle
and the tinkling of sheep bells.
In all parts of the middle, south and
west of Ireland one sees evidenels of
this remarkable change—more remark-
able since the signs of former ponsessiut.
and cultivation are still so evident. For
61 years the young and vigorous farm
hin,!s tare, t" a cheeping the hoe and
spade and emigrating to America. leav-
ing behind them to attempt their work
their infirm old parents and their little
brothers and sisters. The children
dream through their boyhood and girl-
hood of the time when they in airn can
go down to Queenstown and sail on the
big ship for New York or Boston.
:hole villages have thus been robbed
of their young people. and vast country
sections that once teenird with vigorous
farm latorers now contain but a handful
of ui wife are really capable of hero
labor. ImIted, one of the most striking
and at the same time most melancholy,
Igh' 9 in rural Ireltend to-day is the un-
usually large number of despondent-
looking old men and women who mope
slaienteeindedly about the roadways of
the ceuuireeade or the alleys of C:e
hundreds of semi-deserted villages.
Their sons and daughters have grown up
and gone to seek their fortunes in the
west. Not one in a hundred of them will
ever return to hoe and spade the rocky
aid Irish fields again.
Cheering.
"Didn't those hideous campsite"
caricatures make your wife angry?"
"No," answered the serene poli-
tician. "After studying them carefully
she has concluded that I am not near-
ly as homely as I might be."—Wash-
Ington Star.
Hine Hospitals in Africa.
Positi ns as matrons of mine how
pitale a4 much sought after by nurses
Africa. Nearly all the Johan-
Ines haw their private hoe-





BY B. B. KISER.
"Robera" said Mrs. Faddlowatte, "I
—I—"
"Whats the trouble." he asked.
"I hope you won't think I'm extrav-
agant, and I know it is as hard for
you to scrape up money enough to pay
the horrid bills that always come along
&tort the first of the month, but I
simply must have $20."
"Twit—say, Mabel, what do you
think I am—the sen-in-law if some
life insurance president? You might
as well ask me for twenty million. Do
yeti know that our expenses for last
month were .63 more than my sal-
ary? If you are acquainted with any-
body who can tell me how to make
ends meet when things are loins that 
wily bring them around and I'll pay
him well for his tiine. What do you
want $10 fort"
"Oh, never mind, old Mr. Crolepateb.
I'll get along without it some way.
I know that I'm net worth half what
I cost you, and—and I'm going to take
up eteography or music or be a Chris-
tian Science healer or something, so
that I will be able to earn money and
-and not always be such an expense
to you. It must be ai—just terrible
for a man to have to give up every
thing for a woman he doesn't love
when be might have so much If be has.
never married her, anti—"
"There litter girl what's the use of
•.alking that way? You know I'd be
the happiest man in the world if I
-retie pile bundles cf money at youe
feet every morning and give you tie
privilege of doing what you Lilted wit!
It. But really you know, I didn't
expect to be called ce for any teore ex
tras for a few wecas and bri it se
figured out so that I'd be just abate
able to start in even next month. 01
mere* I can give you the money it
you absolutely need It but—"
"Oh if there are to be any buts
please don't say anything more about
it. I appreciate your kiednees, dear
and I know that you have a generous
nature, and it must be ass ful selfish of
me to leave you to practice all the self-
lenial. Never rated, I'll get along with-
out it. I will show you that I can be
brave, eves if I am merely a useless ex-
pense to you."
"Hurrah! Now it's be so pleasant
for me to go away to work and keep
thinking all day of our joyful parting.
Just imagine me whistling gayly at my
&risk as I remember that little old $20
and the look you gave me as you told
me you'd get along without it. In my
mind's eye I can see myself calmly amok.
Mg my cigar after lunch and thinking,
as 1 watch the rings curl upward, of you
here, radiantly happy because of your
noble sacrifice. Oh, yes! But come on,
dear, let's not quarrel over • little
money. (7f course you can have it What
am I earning money for if it isn't to
give you happiness? And please don't
talk any more about doing things for
the purpose of earning cash yourself.
You earn it as It is Your love is worth
a thousand times what—"
"Dearest," she cried, pulling his face
down to hers, "forgive me for saying
what I did You know I appreciate your
generosity. don't you? Ah, if you could
only know how long the hours seem
when you are not with me! And I
couldn't love or admire you more than
I do If you were so rich that you could
buy everything John D. has and turn
him out of house and home. Have you
the money with you or shall I have to
get a check cashed?"
"Here it is. What are you going to
buy?"
"Why, you see, I heard from Min
Westcott, the dressmaker, yesterday,
and she can come to me three days this
week, so : shall have to get something
for her to make up."
"But I thought you sold the other day
that you had all the clothes you were
going to need for awhile?"
"Yes, I have, only Miss Westcott has
these three days that she can give me."
"I can't see why you should feel that
you are oblAged to hire her simply be-
eause she has three days for which she
Isn't engaged."
"I'm not, you dear old goose, but you
aree, if I don't take her Mrs. Worthing-
ton, who is erazy to get her, will have
her over thet e and find out about all the
things I've had remade and the lace rem-
nants and—and—everything, you
know."
"Well, but why shodld you care, as
long as your clothes fit erel and look
fine and are just as eood as if they had
cost five or six times as much as they
dide"
"Oh, dear!" pile sighed. as she sat
there clutching the money. aft( r he ha,
gone. "I wonder how men, being et
stupid, ever manage to get along at all?
—Chicage Record-Herald.
Mu•t Obey Oreers.
As an llluatiatiou o; cane lug minter)
discipline too far, this story is told by
Gen. Nelson A. Miles: "There was a cer
tam n colonel who, in the middle of a cam-
paign, •Was seined with a sudden ardor
about hygiene1 He ordered that all his
men change ir shirts at once. Thit
order was d ly carried out, except in
the case of e company, where the pri-
vates' w robes had been sadly de-
pleted. captain of this company In
formed colonel that none of his men
could cis e their shirts, since they
had only ne apiece. The colonel heel
tated a mint, then sale firmly: 'Or-
ders m t be obeyed. Let the Imes









to mix," is the advice Oren
pile by Prof. Frank ,I. Hiller
niverelty of Chico. Most
entlemen nowadays do learn
et the trouble is that thin,
'ten is di no with drinks,
Cyclone Insurance
$6.00 FOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS 6
i
Abram L Well & Co.,
Campbell Building. Both Phones 369
Our Handsome Spring Fabrics
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY
11111111110dellal1111111POSIMISIgiens
AND IN OUR LINE YOU WILL FIND THE CHOICESTSTYLES FOR SMART TAI LORING THE MARKETS AF-FORD. THE PATH OF T HE GOOD DRESSER IS BOTHEASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES HERE FOR HISCLOTHES. WE STAND F OR EVERY GARMENT WCTURN OUT.
Dicke & Black,
516 Broadway. MERCHANT TAILORS
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY 30th, 1906.
—
SOUTH BOUND No. 101 No. los
Leave Cincinnati  8:2o A.M. 6:oo p.mLeave Louisvillei  12:01 p.m. 9:40 P.m.Leave Owensboro  6:3o p.m.Leave Horse Branch
Leave Central City
Leave Nortonville  
Leave Evansville  
Leave Nashville 
Leave Hopkinsville 
Leave Pr'nceton  4:55 laalaArrive Paducah  6:10 p.m.
Leave Paducah  6:15 p.m.
Arrive Fulton  7:ao p.m.
Arrive G:bbs, Tenn.  8:05 p.m.Arrive Rives   8:13 p.m.Arrive Jackson 
Aoriye Memphis - 1 .10 p.m 

































Leave New Orleans 
Leave Memphis 






Leave Fulton  10:15 a.m
Arrive Paducah  ii :ao a.m.
Leave Paducah  11725 A.M.
Arrive Princeton  12:39 p m.
/Serve Hopkirev de  6:15 p.m.
Arrive Nashville  9t25 p.m.
Arrive Evansville  3'45 P.mArrive Nortonville  1:28 p.m_
Arrive Central City  2:05 p.m.
Arrive Horse Branch  3:06 p.m.









































Arrive St. Louis 
No. 306 No. 3,4
12:40 p./11. 4:30
4:25 fem. 8:4e p.m.
6:30 a.m. 6:30 a.m.
8:3o p.m. 7.a0 a.ne
SOUTH IBOUND

















eave Nashville  8:io a.m.
Leave Hopkinsville  11 :20 a.m. 6:40 CM.Leave Princeton  2:35 p.m. 7:45 a.m.Arrive Paducak  4:15 p.m. 9:25 A.M.Leave Paducah  6:15 p.m. 9:30 a.m.Arrive Cairo  7:45 p.m. 11 :10 a.mderr've St. Louis
Arrie'e Chicago
7:20 A.M. 4:3o P.m








122-822 I36-836Leave Chicago  620 p.m. 9:40 a.mLeave St.Lenis  940 p.m. I:5o p.m
Leave Cairo  6:oo A.M. 5:55 p.mArrive Pacrucak  7:45 a.m. 7:40 p.mLeave Paducah  7:50 a.m. 3:10 p.m.Arrive Princeton  929 2.1n, 4:45 P.MArrive Hopkinsville  .15:10 p.m.Arrive Nashville  925 p.m.
S.
•
Trains marked (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains rundaily. Trains tai and tag carry through sleepers between Cincinnati.Memphis and New Orleans; trains IOT and ro2 sleepers between Louie-vile, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains Sot and Ettl sleepers betweanPaducah and St Louis. Train Sot connects at East Cairo with Chicagodeeper. For farther information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.R. If, PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Ky.P. W. HARLOW, D.wIP. 'A., Lotiaville, Ky.
TORN A. scarr. A. G. P. A., Memphis, Irene.




A GHETTO STORY. EL The Economical Spirit.
i'wuONIL VICTIMBINCREASE
IN NUMBER YEARLY.
Medical Authorities Putting Forth
Their Ei...st Rfiorta to Check
Inroads of the Fell
Diastase.
The commission which was appointed
last year by the New York board of
health to study pneumonia and whose
preliminary report has Just besu BUM-
marized by the press, is composed of
men of high professional rank, says the
New York Tribune. Yet the problems
Involved in the inquiry are so serious
that there is no danger of securing too
exalted a grade of talent for their solu-
tion. The disease which the commis.
sion has been considering has risen into
peculiar prominence of late. AC one
time consumption caused more deaths
than any other malady and pneumonia
ranked second as a cause of morality.
Within the last ten or fifteen years the
two have exchanged places in some peed&
of the United States, if not in the me-
tropolis. Consumption, as a result or
the adoption of more enlightened meth-
ods of prevention and treatment, works
a little less havoc now than for.nerly.
Pneumonia, on the other hand, finds a
greater number of victims in proportion
to the population. There is ground for
the belief that grip has contribuCed
materially to this result because it is
often a prelude to an attack of pneu-
monia and it sadly disqualifies a man for
successful realstance to ae illness of an-
other nature. However, whatever the
cause, the increased prevalence of pneu-
monia has excited th • gravest alai' ea and
perplexity in the medical profession.
The commission is convinced that,
Ilk. tuberculosis, the more acute type of
lung disease is attMrleto the pres-
ence of microbes ahit1t the latter are
disseminated by the rying of sputum
from patients. The organisms are not
easily borne about by the air so long as
they are moist, but afterward they are
as easily circulated as dust particles.
This fundamental fsct shows the desir-
ability of deluging • sick room with sun-
light, promoting ft 101 ventilation and us-
ing a broom only when the floor has
been 'prink! ad.
Some puzzling facts have been elicited
in the course of the invsetigation con-
ducted by Dr. Darlington's experts. One
Ii that pneumococci, the supposed cause
Of the disease. are sometimes carried In
the months of persons for weeks with-
out producing any apparent effect la
like manner they are observed in the se-
cretions of patients who have recovered
for a considerable interval after the dis-
appearance of other symptoms. This
second phenomenon resembles oao
which often follows an attack of typhoid
fever and gives rise to the question bow
long such persons my threaten the
health of their associates and neighbors.
Perhaps more light on this matter may
be afforded by further observation.
Such Information should prove useful
In the devising of panitary precautions
for a sommunity in which pneumonia
prevails.
Prevention is infinitely preferable to
cure, but good generals consider what to
do if their first line of defense fails. The
only remedial agent to which the com-
sion refers is a blood serum derived
from an Immune animal. Experiments
were made, evidently with a view to ob-
taining hints as to the value of an an-
Wolin of this kind, other venture* of
the saute character having been made
repeatedly in the last few years. The
verdict rendered Is a little obscure, but.
while the commission seems to have
found that a serum, as now prepared,
might be serviceable for purposes of
diageosis. It appears to be silent shoat
Ile remedial and protective qualities of
rho article however, if the serum
which a few physicians even now em-
ploy. la not all that could be desired, im-
proved methods may yet develop one
that can Ls more heartily recommended.
Bagnipes ante Gardeners.
"Tom- Jenkinson, beast girdtner at
the Peacock uovservatories. whose
chrysanthemums are on view to the
number of 2.300. la an ardent Seotehman.
with a passionate love for all things
that come from the Land o' tbe !leather.
He and a few kindred souls have organ-
ised a bagpipe band that w::1 soon show
Pittsburg the possitilities in untamen
Highland melody. Mr. Jenktison is the
leader and every mean of them wears
kilts after the manner born. It is one
thing to play the bagpipe, but to do it
properly one must have the blood of a
proper clan in tiles veins to give the
true "skirl." Mr. Jenkinson holds that
a Scotchman and only a Scotehman can
be a good gardener or a piper. "An
Englishman learns to be a gardener
from the top down." says Jeakireon
"A Scotchman :starts from the  botto
with a spade digging vegetables. That's
wfiNenso many gardeners come from
deeoland. They learn bit by bit over
there."-Pittsburg Diopatch.
Row Witch Hazel Shoots Its Seeds.
Do you know that the witch hazel
shoots its seeds ten or fifteen feet? If
you want a brand-new sensation, bring
!Imre emen Inanchne of w ach bizel bay-
ing both flowers and unopened seed pc,Ls
on them and put them In VISO3 of water
; 4 pods burst at. the most omen:retie
Limes, waking you In the night and pep-
pering you with their hard, shiny, black
'seeds. Branches that are to be tie-1 for
a party must be selected with care, to
be sure of having perfectly fresh flowers
and seed pods that have cot opened. IT e1,0 the ft)01*1 5táL \We
It Is possible to do so. cut lbetn the eeme unconecious of us. We (meetly arovs
day they are needed. If they" meet. be and walked cart of the (lark room. leav.
nitsitled, put lug cur renbi with head tIll hØnt
eriat,1 tia I c,r :abeis his !Irv:kis, re as
ndtiehisk fir 4:1: el along ) e :iv "It-tit
toJ*TO •" ea C. I •t:
, • ant) i ") .1 - g
• ea two sons.--!Ctsentr: Lint in. •^1.: e-•
. .
BY MAZY 3111tHENSTOCX.
We trudged our way through the
narrow Ghetto streets on tne afeernooe
of a sultry day until we reached out Chet
der, which was a dingy apartment in
a tenement house. We were very rest-
less and boisterous, but our Rabbi Jo-
seph did not check our noise as he gen-
erally did. His thoughts seemed too far
away. I looked at him closely, for his
preoccupied air always made me won-
der what his past life had been.
Ile was about 60 years of age.
arty must have been his corstant
!nankin, because furrows of care were
on his broad wrinkled forehead. ills
eyes peered out of their sockets as if
they implored pity, and were now and
then raised in prayer to the Heavenly
Father. On the side of his ears hunt
two earlocks, according to oriental
fashion. His beard was long and
hoary. His shoulders were so bent and
curved the he seemed to have borne the
yoke and persecution of his race for cen-
turies. A large Hebrew book lay open
intforaliinf,-101 II the very leaves spoke
to him and revealed the powers and
splendors of the Almighty. Although he
was poor, we boys always revered him
for his age and ancient learning.
Then we seated ourselves upon a large
wooc:en bench, which creaked under us
Moses, who sat next to me, pricked my
feet, with a pin under the table. This
made me howl, and I vowed that when
we were dismissed I would repay him
with interest.
"Shen" said rabbi, In his deep, govern-
ing voice, "if you promise to he good I
will tell you a story afterward."
This made us quiet soon enough. rot
we always delighted in the stories of
our past glories. Yet I must say that
perhaps we thought more of the coin
trig story than of our prayer. Then. in
the Hebrew sing-song, we began to re
cite a prelim with real vigor. Our head:
shook, our feet swung, and, W complete
the noise, the bench creaked terribly
When we had finished Rabbi Joseph
began as follows:
"Yeti know it is sometimes 3 reilef
to tell all that lie's upen one's heart.'
He cleared his voice and gathered
courage.
"I had wealthy parents and received
a good education. My youth passed
away happily, for I knew no cares
%%hen I was 22 years old I married
Esther, a good and beautiful maiden
She was the daughter of Rabbi Bea
Era. As pure as a lily was her soul.
Oh, Father, keep it within thy care!"
in-re he lifted up his hands and his
voice was full of passion, while two
tears ran down his cheeks and lost
themselves within the ringlets of his
beard.
We boys put our arms upon one an-
other's shoulders sad seemed to nestle
closer to the speaker.
"Not long," he concluded, "was my
home to be the source of comfort for
the poor and homeless, for the czar is
sued an edict expelling the Hebrews of
the villages. I had to go where all my
brethsen went, into the gloomy ghettos
of a few large, overerowded cities. At
Vilna I suffered the woes of my people
I gave myself up to teaching by day
and I studied Cy night.
"One evening when I lyres at
studies in toy heeinle dwelerg I
comforted that the littiorlans could
at leaet, take My En.her from






'This little tai of mine," said )
Woodby Alter, "is sounded upon fact*,
"Yea," :eplied Crittick, "it's very
evident that you are the hero of it-.
you and no other."
"Why do you say that?"
"I observe that you have the courage
to sign your name to it."-Philadelphis
Press.
Locating the Strong Arm.
Patience-Is she ceserving?
Patrice-Oh, very; why, when aim
meets a man she always does something
to find out whether hi is right or lefts
handed.
"What for?"
"Bo she'll know which side of him to
sit on."-Yonkers Statesman.
It's a Fact.
'It doesn't make any difference if a
woman is six feet high and weighs 367
pounds," said the home-grown philoso-
pher.
"Well?"
"Sooner or later some man will coins
along who's willing to call her "little
girl.' "-Chicago Sun.
cut thl nalore they ar
tht-ht Hi a cold Place in we
a datnP I koth totatir.01 th-
ortlir tot, pie vent'the
Pov-
COM.
riaors ace* steiderly threven (seen. an I
two dm:dun oflicers catered. They
thrust my wife away, ant aleing me
by the collar, they dragged me into the
cold. snowy' streets I heard t
screams end shticks of Ls.ner. •
I can hear them yet. They echo di.;
aka bellow within my heart
"I was placed upon a wagon, on
u hide I found many of my mineral) 6
brethren. We afterward found out tint
the army wanted soldiers, this s
how it got them. After a few days
;reline), we arrived at a village intuit)
ey peasants. Each man was given
to a peasant who did with him se h
liked. •
had ti) work ftkom daybreak unte
:Jelin and my food was cdarse bmifrn
bread. I slept in the !stable &movie the
rolll straw in the winter, and in the'at-
tle in the suinaser. If I did not pleas,:
my master I mild be flogged to death
Who cared? My place would soon be
filled. Thus I passed some time, for
this was a sort of preparatien to ent.
the army.
"At last I succeeded in escaping. and
I fled to this free country. Oh. yen
who are yet young, take pride in th
laid of freedom. If she does not re-
vere yetnto die for her, then live tot
Per and make her glorious!"
The sun was already. declining and
sileace reigned in the room.
"And our wife our wife!" we i's-
minded him. For answer he handed us
a neweparer. This is what we road:
"Esther, the daughter of Rabbi Ben
Era, died at Vilan. All feel her Ion,
for she was like a grandmother to the
whole community. She had lived a life
of unselfishinese and self-sacrifice. She
was an angel of the sick and the poor.
:nay her soul rest in peace."
"eked there remains one tlitnt for Tlist
now," said Rabbi Joseph.. "I too, ware
'a rest in pear. If I conli lint tree'
BEST WAY TO LOOK AT IT.
Drather Sitdown-What's de matter
wit' yer patent leathers, Easy?
Easy Walker-I guess de patent's es-
pired.-Chicago Daily News,
Still Locking.
I saw men excitedly searching the sky-
A more frantic concourse I never had
seen
I said to a man with a telescope: "Why
Is all thim commotion, air-what does it
mean?"
"We're looking for," salt' he with tremu.
lour, sigh,







"What is horse sense!"'
"Horse sease, my boy, is shown
when the animal turns his nose the
other way as • gasoline machine passes
on the road."-Yonkers Statesman.
Delayed Haircut.
Damocles saw the sword suspended by
a hakr.
"I would have given a million dollars
for that once," he observed, "you see
ay mother made me wear long curls."
Then indeed the king perceived it had
so terrors for him.-N. Y. Sun.
• Great Deficiency.
"What makes you so skeptical about
the alrealp?"
"Became@ there's nothing that can be
devieed In the way of an aerial ambu-
lance and repair wagon that la any
more rellahle than the original vehl-
cle."-Waskiagtou Star.
Xot Rich.
"1 underseassi that Miss Inn told you
I was rich?"
"Nothing of the kind."
"Why. I weileestand she did."
"Weil, yes were mistaken, sate sate
you had spare money mean eri.Lns."-
Houston Post.
"How long does it take to empty this
hall?" asked the Iseturer, looking about
the aeditorium.
"I don't know exactly," replied the
janitor; "bat iC you wish, when you he.
gin lecturing I'll time 'em."-Yonkers
Statesman.
Priend-But, my dear, he's Mad
and indolent and entirely unlit fo
husband.
Widow-Bat he's just about poor
Henry's build.
Friend-What has that to do with
It?
Widow-Henry left such a quantity
of beautiful clothes.-Lhicago Sun.
Personal Matter with Him.
"Grimmer seems violently opposed
to clubs. Is it on personal or general
grounds?"
"Personal, I think. He met his wife
at the golf club, courted her at a coun-
try club, married her between club
meetings, and now all the money he
pays her for alimony goes to keep up
her club dues."-Judge.
Deeply Ingrained.
"What kind of man is old Wheez-
icks?" asked the newcomer.
"Wheezicks" said the other. "He's
the contrariest, most selfish old wretch
that ever lived. When one of his
teeth aches, h tehaetres'ysmivathnot tooth
In 
is 
bead   with IL"
%--1---iicago Tribune.
USUALLY.
She-I wonder what ailment the kiss.
lug germ causes.
He-Palpitation of the Deere-Chi-
cago Daily News.
Too Fast.
A daring young man named Magpie
Fell oat of a bused balloon;
He fell on Ms neck,
Exclafming: "By Heck,
I reckon I landed too soon."
-Milwaukee Sentinel.
Disapproved.
Mamma-Why don't you play with
Johnny Jones?
Tommy-He shoots craps for money
Mamma-My dear child! And yo.
don't think that's nice, do you?
Tommy-Naw, he always wins ev-
erything I got!-'Cleveland Leader.
Too Much for Her.
Algernon-And what did your father
say when you told him I had proposed,
dearest?
Gertrude-Oh, Algernon: Only a bar-
gain counter phonograph would repeat
such awful language!-Chicago Daily
News.
Tilie Eternal Problem.
And as be continued to gaze at her,
it struck him that he had never beheld
a woman so beautiful. One thing gal,
seemed lacking.
"I've simply nothing to wear," Os
said, with a languid sigh of regret.
No Time to Lose.
Millicent-It doesn't seem quite rigli
for those men to court that young widow
so soon after her husband's death.
Hortense-But this is an exceptional
case. Everybody is saying that black is
unbecoming to her-Puck,
Appropriate.
Obliging, She--Mrs. Flushly says she's going
to have her winter hat trimmed with
stuffed squirrels,
He-Well, I always said she was in.
dined to be nutty in her sky-piece.--
Detroit Free Press,
Got Back at Elm.
Algernon- I heals that you and Claw-
mace had as altaheation laust
and he called youh evahythIng.
Perelval-Taws; but I got even with
him, deeh boy. I sailed him nothing,
dondher know.-Claleago Daily News.
Compatibility.
"How is you: son getting on with his
work?"
"Beautifully," answered the father of
the gilded youth. "He never troubles
It, and it never seems to trouble Wm."-
Washington Star.
The Custom.
"Who was the man that was kick.
Mere Trifle, tog so about the crowded earl,'" asked
"What Is alimony, mamma?" seked the conductor.
the little boy of hie grass-we:ow "He just got off," said a passenger.
mother. "witbout paying his fare."-Detroit
"Alimony, try son, is the pin money
a woman gots after' She leaves her
busband."-Yonkess Statesman.
The Difference.
Smoweb-Isn't that a Ineethoven sce
nate which that young lady 13 play-
ing?
Growch-ltir sold be if some one el -4
played it-(. velsud Leader.
bits Pride.
"Percy Is grim' et She fact that be
wears boy's siee gloves and stews."
"Ile also wears infants' size hats,
but I don't saneposs he is proud of
that."--Inteeten Poet.
See.na Reasonable.
"Why do they ea!) it 'Sunny Italy?'"
"Perhaeas bootee* sash a large proper-
tionof tIS• population is occupied in dis-
pensing shines."-Ohicago Sun.
Chavety's Usual Stunt.
"Our soviet,y jest gave away 2,001
pairs of steeistags."






Church-Everything Is quiet over he
Philadelphia, I suppose.
r 3. es wen erver /hers
has just patented a noise teen baby car-
idage.-Yonkers Statesman. •
Hortorsi
1 "Goodness, but you are tint!" said
the girdle to the corset.
"Well, you see I've been on a beet,"
answered the stays, with a merry
laugh.-Cheveland Leader.
Whese There's a Will.
"Old Scadds says he is dying fat
love of me."
"Better hurry and marry him, then,
lf you expect his dying to uo you any
good."-Hous,ton Post.
Education and Literature.
Mrs. Knickei-Jaele Nulte3 for $50
quick to buy books.
Krileker-rltrihes me those college
book' roust I o among the six beet sell-.
Y. Sun. *
yen, Ire bei Ona Good Point
Oinch.
,olitslitioaalti lap toertiage?" • I "Was hill flying maeb foe a enceess?"
"They arP hoth orphans."-Houstci "Ott, /Ps: it railed to work before
reit , - • . go; fa: enctugb up to hurL" -L4e.
it
THE UNLUCKY CZAR E. L. V URYEA
Atturliey-at-LawMISHAPS WHICH HAVE MARRED
HIS REIGN.
Thousands of Poor Subjects Crushed
to Death on Day of Corona-
tion-May a Fateful
Month.
It has been suggested that Nicbolaa
II., czar of all tbe Ruesias, is the un-
luckiest of living men. One would
have no difficulty in showing at Lai'
that the czar has had more ruischatce
than any other raoearch on a thrane
His first mishap was that which
prophetically came to him in Japan
He was touring Europe and Asia in
1891 with Prince George of Greece
At Ossu, Japan, although he had bat
splendid entertainment from tee
mikado, there was a feeling antago-
nistic to Russia, and a Japanese drew
-kill It4es7--wbeir Prince
George thrust it aside.
But what he was preserved for was
to turn later the first sod of the Si-
berian railway at the eastern end,
and for the dignity- which be in no
measure desired, but shrank from-of
the crown whicn came to him soon
after by reason of the death of hit
father, Alexander III., at Livadia.
This attack occurred in May--e
month eventful to Nicholas II. It was
In May that he was born, 37 years ago.
He did not want at 26 to rule tilt
destiny of 130,00,000 people. He had
always detested official life and the
homage of courtiers. But the duties OFFI1
and responsibilities of autocracy fell M;
upon him. RI
11a began badly. On the occasion 01 
his coronation tbcusands of his poor-
er subjects were crushed to death or
Khudyeakol Plain. On that plain
earee what many regarded as the fatal
evidence of the ill luck which pursuct,
and makes his life woeful. Just he-
torn his accession he had become be-
trothed to the Princess Alix of Hesse.
This, too, was outside his reckoning.
Gossip had it that he didn't want to
marry a German princess and that the
Princess Helene d'Orleans, daughter of
the Comte ,de Paris, was very much
admired by him.
El luck seemed to pursue him in his
married life. For a time it seemed
as though his wife would bear him
nothing but daughters and no heir to
the throne. In 1893 she gave birth to
the girl christened Olga; two years
after to the one named Tatiana; two
years later to Mare, then in 1901 tc
Anatasia..
Meantime the czar and the people
and the czai ha herself were disap-
points-I. In A uguz t :Let year the czar-
ina bore auother child-and it was a
boy. Su his luck in th:s respect may
be said to have turned.
However much a liberal at heart, the
best accounts agree that the czar took
up his inhere Red authority first %e
distaste, and then with the firm pur-
pose of continuing his father's poli-
cies. He kept his father's counsellors.
and declared he would uphold tie. erns-
ciple of autocracy.
His ill luck interfered here, too. Po-
bledonostseff was obliged to retire. Mu-
reeled was taken from him by sudden
death. M. de Plehve, his baleful min&
ter of the interior, a Muscovite grand
vizier, was destroyed by a bomb. His
best beloved uncle, the Grand Duke Ser-
glue, was blown to pieces by a bomb.
His governor of Finland was struck
down.
Death has threatened his own person
many times. In Italy, in 1903, a man
named Goertz was apprehended in time Dr*
to spoil • plot of assassination.
An anarchist obtained admission
to a state reception at the pal-
ace of Tsarskoe-Selo in the uni-
form of a superior officer of the gen-
darmerie and was discovered, with
tombs in his pockets, just in time. A
girl student. Mlle. Merezbevsky, was
frustrated in an attempt to kill him at
the spring review in 1904.
When, last January, with his court
the czar was ending tee ceremony ob
Lionising the water of the river N. va.
a sbra; no I from a battery which wa
filing a salute exploded near the royal
!pavilion killing One man and wound-
In- others.
I 6
HO completed the Siberian railway.
es his father desired, in order to con-





















extend the Russian tra le, industry
commerce. But this railwey was one
of the causes that brought atout the
unlucky war with Japan.
1 The ineffectiveness of his numerolie
reforms and attempts at conciliation --
annulments of peasants' indebtedness,
!openings of altars of the Old Faith to
undisturbed worship, decrees of religi-
ous free(:om to all, concestions to the
Jews, abolitions of flogging and Si-
berian exile-the failure of these bene-
fits to pacify his country might well be
ascribed io the sInist,3: eltiamt. which
seems to inhere in all his undertak-
ings.
Then there are all 11-4 -0-saetere of
the war with Japan ani the Trizsa-r.'s
to various; rarte of life emeire, to le
coes!doml In an aeocunt 't.t thi!rnL
clucuL:eg that have:atteE-W' 'lie I.
MillzS' .
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'MUST! 111‘LDEST! kaOST 11% MPLICTIC
ANGSTAFRaPURM riANUFACTURING LsOMPANY
'4. 4 - Incorporated. ea '
111 •71 frikLANT #111%.#41, "tee
v4d Doci‘ r House m A"1/41ktti) It I • ....Planing Mils and Dry Kiln
Having just aeded a HARDWOOD FLOORING Department we are NOW MANUFACTURING OAK, and BEECH
Flooring, end matched, bored and„kiln dried. We are making especially low prices on house bills.






and Rmtch Paste ,„ Enna Louise Eldred of Chi-
Fly Paper, pti,clq, and latric.k of Broadway near Twelfth
poison, Platt's Chlorides Marian Noble arrived yes-
is because at this season they are es- terday from Chicago where he has
amnia' to health.
HEALTH. . • •
Foul oders."
kinds of vermin .which cause sickness
and discomfort can Aststvyed by
us;ng these prepera a business trip to Nashville.
Always on hand at ; Undertaker L. 0. Stephenson of
Bring us your preseriptitms. the Paducah -Undertaking company
• eturaed yesterday morning from
di, :Hingham, Ky., where he carrier for
the remains of Mrs. W. H.
Drug',Store. of 4cit South Eleventh street.
Messrs J. E. Buker and J. G.
FOUR l'TH AND BROADWAY. Neuffer arrived here yesterday from
Evansville. They are assistants of
die machinery .department for the
system.
Mi. Ur 14. Clark has returned from
Louisville where he was called by
the death O? a relative.
McPherson,s
.1-
FOR RENT—A desirable resi-
dence corner Ninth and Monroe Sts.,
All modern conveniences, Odd
stables. Apply to S. C. Vaughan. •
WANTED—A tenant for a busi-
ness- house con. Fifteen,h and Tru, 
nessee streets. Good Grocery sta.
Will give party a lease for a numbt.r
of years, and %sill build house to suit;
either one or two•story. Apply pr
write to Jake Biederman Gro. & B
Co., Paducah, Ky.
FOR RENT—Eight-room resi-
dence' in .West End. All mode.,,.
conveniences. Air.ily to L. S. Du--
tBois. ,.0
FOR ..SALE—Fixtures of sthal!
barroom, also small cash register.
Cheap. Apply Paducah Distilleries
pany of 103 South Second street.
IND LET US FIGURE WITH YOU 438 South Second St.
PRinONt-1-  NOTE.S.
WANTS-
Lagot.is., visiting Mrs. P. D. Fitz-
Leto, altfnding the Chicago Univer-
Tit); normal course for school teach-
":5h.E 1 eomes to attend the fun-
eral 'tif heil brother, Mr. Ed P. Noble.
Mr. William Noble returned from
Mt. )aines Jenkins has gone t
New 'hlexico its locate.
Manager -Vhomis • Roberts of The
Kentucky Theatre wild 'to N'ashville,
ienn.. yesterday to visit his mother.
• •
htits ct .L0-fie Mae and Grace Mc-
1.,Glatt:err went to Evansville yester-
ay:.::. : . •
Miss: Halteen MeBroom goes to
Viroodville Saturday to attend a
"u•et Palter given by ,Miss Mae
StaPitt • .
. Miss:Jennie Baird of ,Hopkinsville,
arrived yesterday to visit Mrs. W.
tr. Coleman of West Trimble street.
Misses Opal Bedree and Lilli2
gbothtiton 'of Kansas are visiting the
lam*"nfMV. Wm. Thompson. •
Me and Margaret, left yesterday to
visit near Clarksville, Tenn., for the
benefit o health of the latter Woo
is suffering from nervous prostration.
Miss Elsie Hoew:siether goes to Gol-
conda, Ill., tomorrow to visit.
Mrs. R. B. Jones of Briensburg ,s
viiting111Irs W B Jones' of Bridge
street
Miss Maggie Lydon has. returned
from visiting in Cain).
Mrs. J. R. Gray goes to Tennessee
tomorrow to spendl the summer.
Ist'sse-s Fannie and Anna Young
have gone for a visit in Morganfield
'Mir. Andy Clark has gone to Creal
Springs, Ill., for a sojourn.
Miss Elsie Hodge and mother leave
today to visit in Pine Bluff, Aria
41' LOCAL NEWLIN BRIEF
.11e
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—Lindsey Jones, colored, of tots
North Eleventh, had his hip dis-
located yesterday while working at
Martin's tobacco factory. Dr.
Robertson set the hip aright.
—The Paducah Gun club will hold
its weekly shoot at the Wallace park
traps this afternoon, at which time a
number of events will be pulled off.
Mr. and !sirs. E. C. Cox of 513
North Sixth street have a boy baby,
born Tuesday night.
—The Illinois Central pay car gets
here July 17th, which is next Tues
i.+4444+++,....p...+++.1.+++.1.+++, day to pay off the employes.
+ —The second quarterly report for






Louisville, 3.8, falling. •
Mt. Carmel, 1.4, standing.
Nashville, 7.8, falling.
Pittsburg, 5.3, falling.
Davis Island Dam, 2.5, falling.
St. Louis, 16.8, falling.
Mt. Vernon, 5.5, falling.
Paducah, 6.7, falling.
Capt. Arthur Campbell is here
looking after the repairs being made
to the steamer Buttorff on the
marine ways plant.
The Russell Lord goes to White
river next week to ply in that trade.
The dry docks expects to get
through with the repairs to the gov-
ernntent boat Lookout in a few days,
arid let her into the river.
Miss 'Lillie Cook of Marion, 'Ky., On the towboat Fannie Wallace
Mir. -and Mrs. Harry McElwee; and btinvgi let off the dry docks •yeater-
Messrs. Gay Harris and Richard day the Henry H., from Vkicablirg.
Cientents. go to Denver, Colo., today,' Miss., was pulled out. Capt. James
' Mrs. D. F. Harrison of LaCenter Sullivan arrived yesterday to super-
fias returned home after visiting Mrs. hatend repairs on the Henry H.




Fowler has found it so
't AM'Patrons of the ater Company are lion K. If is in Ltd h
reminded that their water rent ex- Smithland on business. she It trying white !men, who
pired Jutis 30. Those who desire to Attorney A. L. Harper 'goes . to /Lre dping,ypry,well,
renew dim aboedd do so before it is Oklahoma in about two weeks, and • Cairo, ro.4,
forgotten, as all premises not psidilhay locate there. • The 'tamer Clyde got out far the
for on or before July loth, will bet Mrs. Thomas Jones of Macon, Da, Tennessee river yesterday afternoon.
shut off. !.4 •bas returned home alter, visiting her, She comes .back again next Monday
The prompt payment of watet brother, Mr. T. H. Sridges. • right.
•
rents will save vexation and cost to Mrs. Z. T. Connor of Murray wetThe jek•iFiswler went to Evans-
the consumer, and unpleasant duties to Dawson yesterday after visiting I ll-ille yettetday and comes back again
and annoyance to the company. Mrs. Taylor Fisher.
, 
romorrow.
Misses Julia and Mario Cook went The Reuben Dunbar came in from
• •Bids Wanted. •0 Marion, Ky., yesterday to vott Clarksville yesterday and left imme-
Scaled bids will be reeeired for reisti4ec ldiately forI
The stssser.Xiiitucky comes out ofMisses Clara Belle Wardlow, and'corrotruction of a trek rhumb of ,the 'Tennessee river tonight and laystst, Eunnie and Emir% Langrum"Smithland. Ky., until August
in, Tenn., are visiting Mrs. Vichst 
ihere until 6 o'clock Saturday after-two-. Plains by arChitect !flown; et 
noon before getting out on her --z-H Thomas of North Sixth.'
44ro• J. W. Whise and daughsers,i urn trip-
The City ef Savannah peeved outEloise and Mary. and MOIR. Goorgel0,t,iikc4iheuvr and armuster. Eliza_ Of the Tennessee river yesterday en






II% Ozark Hotel. ,1
At Crca; ;orings, will Flake
r-tr of $to per week for the' bal-
ance of the season; The I. C. rail-
road will give reduced rates. The
finest mud baths in the land at..The...




The Paducah /Bottling Co., is the
cnly company authorized to bottle
Dr. l'coDer in Paducah. and adiacent
territory.
ARTESIAN MFG. & BOTTUNG




A splendid face pow-
der that will not in-
jure the moat delicate
ald.0.
Five Cents a Box
beth, went to Metropolis yesterday i r°11/14 It' it. 1-4:46. •
The Peters I.ee left Cincinnati yes-and attendrvl the family reunion. on
Kale , ET adv. many were *ben lerdif 'Ind gets here Saturday Wand
.' fort Memphis.•from afar and delightful time hod
'MjitAlsq Ella and May. V. Patterson! The Georgia Lee passes up today
en route from Memphis to Cincln-and Mrs. Luther araham left rester-
'Mrs. Linens Orme goes io. • EliriP n: I 
bound 
Cityfrom ofstSa. 1Lotilluoishatso ptahseseTd eaPn.
'tnati.day for Dienve. Coro. ..
. .
Ky., today for a visit.
Superintendent C. E. Finch Of the nessee river. She comes out again
American Express Co., wat here yes_ next Monday night on her weY
terday frc•ns St. Lou's,. back. i I •
'Mrs Jacob Stanton and child and At 8 o'clock this morning thin
Mrs. John, Rock will return tornor- steamer Dick Fowler gets out for
row from visiting in Clrveland, Ohio. Cairo. She (tomes back- tonight about
Conemonsvelth Attorney. John G.?, o'clock. . ••
W kLHER & CO.,
ENCORPORATED.
Driggisto Fifth and Mag.
Both Phones r75.
+books were circulated during the
I 1_14  :..:• three months.I
—Heretofore when an autopsy was
held on the remains of a dead per-
son county coroner has been getting
%%hat ever doctor he wanted to, to
do the work, but the fiscal court has
issued orders that hereafter the
county physician must do this, but
can be given assistance whenever
needed.
Lovett is irs.the city from Benton.
Fj . Cattpit 1Pr'inettinn 
ig in (the city on business.
Ex-Sheriff Dave Reeves of Marshall
county is in the city.'
Messrs,. Ilubey and Henry
Iiriener returned yesterday from so
journing at Ilawcori.
Mr. Marie Suslisrutts of. Dyersburg,
Tenn., is voisitng M. Zack -Hayet.
Mrs. Lige Balker and son have gone
to Savannah', Tenn, for a visit.
Mrs. Jl E. Walker and daughter
have returned,from visi‘ing in Dyers-
burg, nem
Mrs. Abe Steurnan of Carbondale
Ill.. has arrived here and entered a.
private wand at Riverside hoital for
t rea tine rrt








Pony - Fur Ade.
I have a nice pony for sale eheate
Call 922 Trimble. PAT GROGAIV
Trimble Street Lots.
We offer a general bargain in the
v-ay of two 4oxiso feet lots to an
alley on the north side between
Ninth and Tenth streets. Both
lots $i.1, part cash. Stoso all cash
This is the best lot bargain offered





Three room house no 12°6. Would
rent for Vas per year. Pays to per
cent net. $7.3 cash.
WHITTEMORE REAL ESTATE
AGENCY, Fraternity Building. Both
'phones 835.
MINOR NEWS OF THE DAY
The president has prpclaimed pro-
tection of trade marks between
America and Roumania.
Robert Hale, once indicted for
murder in Michigan, was arrested in
Goshen, Ind., for shooting at his
wife.
The Iowa State Pharmaceutical as-
sociation is in session at Cedar
Rapids with an attendance of
about 3,000.
The 2-year-old daughter of Joseph
Medecheck of Cudahy, a suburb. of
Milwaukee, was gored to death by a
vicious cow.
The sixtieth anniversary of the
first raising of the American flag it'
San Francisco was celebrated' it
Portsmoush square under the alit-
pices of the Veterans of the Mexican
War.
Ohio Street House.
North West Corner Twelfth--3
room Stable 42 feet lot to alley.
$7so cash, balance easy.
WHITTEMORE REAL ESTATE
AGENCY, Fraternity Building. Both
'phones 835
When needing first class table




The Register, TO cents per week.
Try a Register want ad.
mk+ao+ms +mo+ap+par+aio+amoinokomonthve,--4,,,,,Ngioa#
E. COULSON,
Steam and Dot Water Ileatino
Mole 133. 529 Broadway.
44s4401~woeft
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Lite, Liability, Steam Boller-
Campbell Block.





OFFICE PHONE 484-a RESIDENCE PHONE gas
-
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor.
s Horse Power 'Stator.
s% Horse Posner MOM.
8 Horse Power Motor.
1 ro Horse Power Motor.
I see Light Dynamo.
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.









FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
Both Phones No. 110. 203, 2058. Third
BUY
TRADEWATER COAL
IT IS the BEST
Coal for wagons al Elevator ,Both Telephones 254.
root of "
STelel Kentucky Coal Co.
1netarporabed
Men
•
lr
